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Optimising the oxide


There’s no doubt that a successful device
doesn’t have to be perfect. Take the LED:
despite numerous defects, it nets billions of
dollars every year, thanks to its deployment in
backlights and light bulbs. And then there’s
the device of the moment, the SiC MOSFET.
Spurred on by soaring sales of electric vehicles,
its revenue is climbing fast, despite a resistance
that is an order of magnitude higher than it
ought to be.
The failure of the SiC MOSFET to deliver its true
potential stems from a weakness at the interface
between SiC and its native oxide. In this form of
MOSFET, the semiconductor-oxide interface is
far from ideal – it is riddled with traps that hold
back channel mobility to just a few percent of
the bulk value.
Formation of the oxide in today’s commercial
SiC MOSFETs is based on a process that goes
back 20 years. The drawbacks of this process
are well known, but despite much effort, for the
majority of the intervening years no substantial
progress has been made in developing a better
alternative. Some approaches initially offered
much promise, but weaknesses surfaced when
devices were subjected to greater scrutiny, such
as a threshold-voltage instability and a short
oxide lifetime.
Now, progress is finally being made, thanks
to the work of a team at Kyoto University,
Japan. These engineers, led by Tsunenobu
Kimoto, have come up with not just one, but two
related technologies to produce a high-quality
semiconductor-oxide interface in the
SiC MOSFET (see p. 28).
Key to the team’s success has been efforts into
fathoming the imperfections at the conventional
interface between SiC and its native oxide.
Scrutinising samples revealed that while
oxidation removes the majority of carbon atoms,

some remain near the interface, causing defect
formation.
As these defects can be up to 5 nm or so
below the surface, the processes developed by
Kimoto and his co-workers begin by etching the
samples with hydrogen gas. After this, either
silicon is deposited and converted to SiO2 by
low-temperature oxidation; or SiO2 is deposited.
In both cases, nitridation follows, either with
nitrogen gas or NO, to passivate some of the
defects at the interface.
Results are encouraging, trimming the defect
density at the interface and doubling the
mobility in the channel, realised at a high gate
voltage.
The team’s success has not gone unnoticed.
Some chipmakers have already started to
transfer a superior process to their fabs. Once
they start to churn out better MOSFETs, the
performance gap between these devices and
those based on silicon will grow even wider,
helping to spur further sales. While a device
doesn’t have to be perfect to net significant
revenue, improving its performance is sure to
lend a helping hand.
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Hunan Sanan opens China’s
first vertically integrated
SiC line
HUNAN SANAN SEMICONDUCTOR,
located in Changsha High-tech
Industrial Park, has held its official
inauguration to start production of
China’s first vertically integrated
SiC line. The company has invested
16 billion RMB ($2.5 billion) in the
site that covers an area of around
667,000m2.
Since its groundbreaking start in
July 2020, it has taken under a year
to build the facility that handles
everything from crystal growth to
power devices, packaging, and
testing. The fab is set to deliver a monthly
output of 30,000 6-inch SiC wafers, which is
complete and ready for production.
At the opening ceremony, Simon Lin,
vice chairman and general manager of
Sanan Optoelectronics, said that Hunan
Sanan Semiconductor’s business covers
substrate materials, epitaxial growth, wafer
manufacturing, packaging and testing. It is
reported to be the first in China and third
in the worldwide industry as a vertically
integrated SiC chain, providing customers
with high-quality, on-time delivery, while
sharing the advantages of large-scale
production costs.
Mao Weiming, deputy secretary of the
Hunan Provincial Party Committee and
governor of Hunan Province, congratulated
Hunan Sanan Semiconductor on its official
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GeneSiC
announces
5th Gen 650 V
SiC diodes
GeneSiC SEMICONDUCTOR
has announced the availability
of 5th generation SiC Schottky
MPS rectifiers designed to offer
superior price-performance
index, surge current and
avalanche robustness, and high
quality manufacturing.

start of production. It is hoped that the
completion and commissioning of Hunan
Sanan Semiconductor will accelerate the
integration of Changsha’s integrated circuit
and IT industries.
Hunan Sanan Semiconductor expects
to achieve annual sales of 12B RMB
($1.9 billion), an annual tax contribution of
1.7B RMB ($0.3 billion), provide thousands
of jobs, and provide almost 10,000 job
opportunities in adjacent industries and
communities.
Through large-scale production and its
own SiC material patent portfolio, Hunan
Sanan Semiconductor intends to cover
a broad range of end markets including
communications, server power supplies,
photovoltaics, electric vehicles, main traction
inverters, and on-board chargers.

“GeneSiC was one of the
first SiC manufacturers to
commercially supply SiC
Schottky rectifiers in 2011.
After more than a decade of
supplying high-performance
and high-quality SiC rectifiers
in the industry, we are excited
to release our 5th generation
of SiC Schottky MPS (Merged
p-i-n Schottky) diodes that offer
industry-leading performance
in all aspects to meet the
high efficiency and power
density goals in applications
like server/telecom power
supplies and battery chargers,
“ said Siddarth Sundaresan,
VP of Technology at GeneSiC
Semiconductor.
According to the company,
the feature that makes 5th
Generation SiC Schottky MPS
diodes stand out is the low
built-in voltage (also known
as knee-voltage). “It enables
lowest diode conduction losses
at all load conditions – crucial
for applications demanding
high-efficiency energy usage,”
said Sundaresan. “In contrast
to other competitor SiC
diodes also designed to offer
low-knee characteristics, an
additional feature of our Gen5
diode designs is that they
still maintain that high level of
avalanche ruggedness that our
customers have come to expect
from GeneSiC’s Gen3 and
Gen4 SiC Schottky MPS.”
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LED video wall revenue to increase by
13.5 percent in 2021
NOT SURPRISINGLY, the Covid-19
pandemic has had an adverse effect on
the global LED video wall revenue for
2020. It reached a mere $5.53 billion,
a 12.8 percent YoY decrease, with the
European and US markets suffering the
most significant declines, according to
TrendForce’s latest investigations.
In 2021, as overall market demand
recovers, and certain components in the
upstream supply chain undergo price
hikes due to shortage, LED video wall
manufacturers have raised their product
prices in response. Hence, LED video
wall revenue for this year is expected to
reach $6.27 billion, a 13.5 percent yearover-year increase.
TrendForce further indicates that the
overall demand for LED video walls has
been gradually recovering thanks to
increased vaccinations worldwide, which
have enabled a gradual easing of border
restrictions as well as the resumption of
major commercial and sporting activities,
including UEFA Euro 2020 and the Tokyo
2020 Olympics. In addition, owing to the
rising prices of materials in the upstream
LED video wall supply chain, such as
driver IC, PCB, and LED components,
LED video wall manufacturers such as

Leyard, Unilumin, and
Absen are gradually raising
their product prices in
order to maintain product
profit.
While demand in the
Chinese market was the
first to recover, the top
eight suppliers collectively
accounted for a 60 percent
market share. Regarding the ranking
of LED video wall suppliers in 2020,
Leyard took the leadership position
with an 11.3 percent market share even
though its overall revenue declined due
to the pandemic’s impact on Leyard’s
overseas businesses. Likewise, Unilumin
saw declines in its overseas businesses,
which caused only a slight drop in its
revenue because Unilumin had placed
a greater focus on sales in the Chinese
market. Unilumin took second place with
a market share of 10.8 percent. Qiangli
Jucai, on the other hand, primarily
conducted businesses in domestic China.
By aggressively strengthening its
distribution channels, Qiangli Jucai was
able to increase its revenue against
the overall downtrend and take third
place. Daktronics, Hikvision, Samsung

Electronics, Absen, and Shanxi Hightech Huaye rounded out of the rest of
the ranking by taking the fourth to eighth
places in order.
On the whole, most LED video wall
manufacturers, especially companies
(including Leyard, Unilumin, and Absen)
whose primary markets were Europe and
the US, saw declines in their revenues for
2020 due to the pandemic. Conversely,
companies with a primary focus on the
Chinese market, such as Qiangli Jucai
and Shanxi High-tech Huaye, benefitted
from the recovering demand that began
ramping up in 3Q20 and peaked in 4Q20.
These companies were able to propel the
combined market share of the top eight
LED video wall manufacturers last year
to 58 percent, compared with 54 percent
in 2019.

Nanosys acquires microLED firm glõ
QUANTUM DOT company Nanosys has acquired glõ, a microLED
display company. The transaction expands Nanosys’ capabilities
and technology offerings, accelerating the company’s
development and progress towards the widespread adoption of
microLED and nanoLED display technology for future displays.
Founded in 2003, glõ developed highly efficient GaN microLEDs
based on unique methods and processes. The acquisition fills
a key role in Nanosys’ technology roadmap, positioning Nanosys
with display technologies from miniLED to OLED, microLED
and nanoLED. Prior to the acquisition, glõ had invested over
$200 million in its technology, which funded development of bestin-class microLED epitaxy, device and transfer technology, resulting
in leading microLED performance at the smallest dimensions.
According to Eric Virey, of Yole Développement, this acquisition
positions Nanosys with a unique and broad technology portfolio

to address all future display applications. “MicroLED is one of the
greatest potential display technologies but there is one problem:
cost. To deliver on this potential, microLED pixels must be ultra
small, bright and cost effective. The market currently lacks a cost
effective microLED solution with ultra small and bright pixels.
Bringing microLED together with quantum dot is an exciting
opportunity to unlock the growth potential in this market.”
“Nanosys created a vibrant, growing marketplace for our
proprietary quantum dot technology over the past two decades,”
said Jason Hartlove, Nanosys president amd CEO. “Combining
the best quantum dot and microLED technologies allows Nanosys
to unlock the disruptive potential of microLED by lowering
production cost and maximising performance. Together, we can
create the smallest, brightest, lowest-cost pixels that will enable
microLED to penetrate the mainstream TV market and open the
doors for new applications in AR, automotive and beyond.”
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RF front-end market reaching $21 billion
by 2026
ACCORDING to Yole Développement’s
Cellular RF Front-End Technologies for
Mobile Handset 2021 report, the number
of 5G phones will more than double in
2021 compared to 2020, far faster than
the LTE standard 10 years ago. And 5G
is leading to an unprecedented increase
in content of RF devices, while previous
radio standards still need to be supported.
As a result, hundreds of RF components
must be fitted into handheld format
devices. This is now impacting mid-tier
and entry-level phones, not only flagships.
5G features implemented in handsets
focus on improving download speed and
making the uplink more robust. In addition,
there is an entirely new radio path
created at mm-wave frequencies, though
this only applies to flagships right now.
First use cases of the technology have
matured and mobile network operators
(MNOs) are proposing new services
to the consumer. MNOs are strongly
motivated to invest more resources and
to demonstrate 5G’s added value to the
consumers, as 5G is not the first thing
they are thinking about. In addition,
MNOs have developed advantageous
commercial 5G packages, particularly in
China, adding some more motivation to
consumers to upgrade.
In this context, 5G has strongly
penetrated the smartphone market in
2020 and is expected to further grow as
the network expands in China, in Europe
and in the US.
A 5G phone is relatively more complex
than a 4G phone at the RF front-end
level. And, as for every new air standard,
5G represents a significant opportunity
for industry players to differentiate,
innovate and win the market in the end.
As seen in the Cellular RF Front-End
Technologies for Mobile Handset 2021
report, Yole’s RF’s team estimates the
RF content as $5-$8 higher in a 5G
phone compared to a 4G version and an
additional $10 for a mm-wave version.
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As a result, the RF front-end market is
booming. It should reach $17 billion by
the end of 2021, up from $14 billion in
calendar year 2020. From there, RF frontend market growth should slow.

Qualcomm had a smaller market share
than the others supplier. This changed
in 2020, with OEMs like Samsung. The
share of Qualcomm almost doubled at
the beginning of the year.

ASP erosion will be stronger when 5G
is mainstream and competition grows
further. Overall, analysts expect an
8.3 percent CAGR between 2019, the year
of 5G’s introduction, and 2026, leading to
a $21 billion RF front-end market.

Yet, the situation changed at the end
of 2019 with the release of the Apple
phones. Indeed, the iPhone series
doesn’t integrate a lot of Qualcomm’s
component in its design. The goal of
Apple is to avoid the use of Qualcomm
completely in the future.”

The introduction of 5G adds complexity
to phones along with RF content. Building
5G phones using discrete components
while keeping an acceptable form factor
is a challenge, driving more integration.
“The RF front-end market leaders all
have flexible module offerings adapting
to multiple market requirements.
Besides that, some also have custombuilt modules for the flagships” affirms
Mohammed Tmimi, RF Technologies
and related markets analyst at Yole. “As
a result, Skyworks, Murata, Qualcomm,
Qorvo and Broadcom together share
85 percent of the RF front-end market.
Skyworks is the market leader”.
Qualcomm has the strongest growth.
According to Stéphane Elisabeth, senior
technology and cost analyst at System
Plus Consulting: “At the end of 2019,

A variety of companies coming from China
are emerging and experiencing doubledigit growth in the RF front-end space.
Most started in the discrete business
with standalone LNAs or switches, which
enabled them to accumulate know-how
and establish trust with OEMs.
The next step for these fabless Chinese
companies is to bring integrated modules
to market. This has been supported
by more investments in China over the
past two years. It’s likely that not all
will succeed, but one can expect more
cooperation and consolidation over the
next few years. A major challenge is
access to wafer capacity. There is not
a shortage of RF components per se,
more like tightness in the industry. This
is pushing long term supply agreements
that only big players can afford.
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MaxLinear and Cree
work together on 5G
MAXLINEAR, a provider of RF, analogue, digital and mixedsignal integrated circuits, and Cree, a developer of SiC
technology through its Wolfspeed business, have announced
breakthrough performance when combining MaxLinear’s ultrawideband linearisation solution (MaxLin) and Cree’s Wolfspeed
GaN-on-SiC mid-band power amplifiers. The new solution
increases wireless capacity of a 5G base station, supporting
more simultaneous users and increasing the speed of data
transmissions.
The use of GaN-on-SiC with effective linearisation accelerates
the rollout of 5G by enabling significant power, thermal, and
cost savings through more efficient wireless transmission. The
power savings from combining Cree’s highly efficient GaN-onSiC power amplifiers with a highly effective linearisation solution
implemented by MaxLinear can be hundreds of watts for the
massive MIMO radios that 5G demands.
“Our GaN on SiC power amplifiers are designed to achieve high
efficiency with extremely wide instantaneous bandwidth in a
very small form factor at the newly released 5G spectrum,” said
Gerhard Wolf, senior vice president and general manager of RF
at Cree | Wolfspeed. “Working with MaxLinear’s solution, this
technology demonstrates a significant step forward in achieving
outstanding linearity performance and will help wireless
providers deliver a superior level of performance and service to
mobile customers.”
The new solution tackles a substantial industry challenge:
implementing radio units with 5G massive MIMO arrays such
as 64 x 64 or 32 x 32, while maintaining a reasonable size,
weight, and power. The newer 5G spectrum is at a higher
carrier frequency and has wider bandwidths, making it more
challenging to achieve high power efficiency for radio units.

“We are solving a substantial challenge of 5G radios,” said
Helen Kim, vice president of MaxLinear’s Wireless Technologies
& IP. “Customers need to find a way to deliver mid-band 5G
capacity without a commensurate increase in cost and power.
Our wideband, power-efficient linearisation solution and our
low power 400 MHz transceivers significantly reduce the heat
dissipated by massive MIMO arrays, resulting in a substantially
slimmer, lower cost radio solution.”
Using GaN-on-SiC, MaxLinear’s solution delivers breakthrough
linearisation performance for a 280 MHz channel to support US
5G spectrum (3.7-3.98 GHz) and a 400 MHz channel to support
Asian and European 5G mid-band spectrum (3.4-3.8 GHz).
At 280 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth, Cree’s WS1A3940
power amplifier achieves around 50 percent efficiency for
the average output power of 39.5dBm, MaxLinear’s MxL1600
transceiver provides a sampling rate of 983 MSPS, and
MaxLin improves linearity by more than 20 dB to exceed
third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) requirements with margin.
Using the Wolfspeed WS1A3640 power amplifier, MaxLin also
demonstrates a more than 20dB linearisation improvement at
400 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth.
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Raytheon and GlobalFoundries collaborate
on new GaN process
RAYTHEON TECHNOLOGIES, an
aerospace and defence firm, and the
US foundry company GlobalFoundries
(GF), will collaborate to develop and
commercialise a new GaN-on-silicon
process designed for 5G and 6G mobile
and wireless infrastructure applications.
Under the agreement, Raytheon
Technologies will license its proprietary
GaN-on-silicon technology and technical
expertise to GF, which will develop
the new process at its Fab 9 facility in
Burlington, Vermont.
“Raytheon Technologies was one of the
pioneers advancing RF gallium arsenide
technology which has been broadly used
in mobile and wireless markets, and we
have similarly been at the forefront of
advancing GaN technology for use in
advanced military systems,” said Mark
Russell, Raytheon Technologies’ chief
technology officer.

“Our agreement with
GlobalFoundries not only
demonstrates our common
goal to make high performance
communications technologies
available at an affordable cost
to our customers; it continues to
prove how investments in advanced
defence technologies can improve
lives, as well as defend them.”
“
This is a win for Vermont and a win
for the United States,” said Senator
Patrick Leahy, chairman of the Senate
Appropriations committee. “This
collaboration between a world-class
manufacturer, GlobalFoundries, and
Raytheon Technologies, a leader in
technological innovation, is good news
for the nation’s semiconductor supply
chain and competitiveness.”
“GlobalFoundries’ innovations have
helped drive the evolution of four

generations of wireless communications
that connect over 4 billion people. Our
collaboration with Raytheon Technologies
is an important step to ensuring the
development and manufacturing
capability of solutions for critical future
5G applications,” said GF CEO Tom
Caulfield.
“This partnership will enable everything
from AI-supported phones and
driverless cars to the smart grid, as well
as governments’ access to data and
networks, which are essential to national
security.”

II-VI introduces heated ion implantation for 150 mm SiC wafers
II-VI, a provider of foundry ion
implantation services, has introduced
heated ion implantation foundry services
for 150 mm SiC wafers.

we plan to scale to 200 mm in the future,”
said Sohail Khan, executive VP, New
Ventures & Wide-Bandgap Electronics
Technologies Business Unit.

Acccording to the comany, the process
enables highly reliable power electronics
by running at temperatures of up to
650 °C to anneal the crystal structure
dynamically and eliminate defects. The
process also provides a high level of
doping precision, both in terms of depth
and concentration.

“II-VI’s new ion implantation process is
extremely versatile: it delivers a broad
energy range from 10 keV to 1 MeV and
can be heated or unheated for a wide
range of compound semiconductor wafer
materials and devices. This process is
compatible with a vast array of materials,
including silicon and diamond for
special-purpose applications, as well as
those that can be integrated into waferscale optics platforms.”

“To our knowledge, II-VI is the first
foundry in the world to provide such
advanced ion implantation services
commercially for 150 mm SiC wafers and
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II-VI maintains a large complement of high-

and medium-current and high-energy
production implanters handling 2-inch
to 12-inch substrates. II-VI’s broad range of
wafer foundry services includes SiC, GaAs,
and InP epitaxial growth.
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Rohm unveils breakthrough
150 V GaN HEMT
ROHM has developed what it believes
is the industry’s highest (8 V) gate
breakdown voltage (rated gate-source
voltage) technology for 150 V GaN HEMT
devices – optimised for power supply
circuits in industrial and communication
equipment.

planned for September 2021. Application
examples include 48 V input buck
converter circuits for data centres and
base stations, boost converter circuits for
the power amplifier block of base stations,
Class D audio amplifiers, LiDAR drive
circuits, and wireless charging circuits.

Along with mass-producing industryleading SiC devices and a variety of
feature-rich silicon devices, Rohm
has developed GaN devices featuring
superior high-frequency operation in
the medium-voltage range. Cultivating
technology that increases the rated gatesource voltage allows Rohm to propose
a wider range of power solutions for a
variety of applications, says the company.
As GaN devices provide improved
switching characteristics and lower onresistance than silicon devices, they are
expected to contribute to lower power
consumption and greater miniaturisation
of switching power supplies used in base
stations and data centres.
However, drawbacks that include a low
rated gate-source voltage and overshoot
voltage exceeding the maximum rating
during switching pose major challenges
to device reliability.
In response, Rohm succeeded in raising
the rated gate-source voltage from
the typical 6 V to 8 V using an original
structure. This makes it possible to both
improve the design margin and increase
the reliability of power supply circuits
using GaN devices that require high
efficiency.
In addition to maximising device
performance with low parasitic
inductance, Rohm is also developing
a dedicated package that facilitates
mounting and delivers excellent heat
dissipation, enabling easy replacement of
existing silicon devices while simplifying
handling during the mounting process.
Going forward, Rohm will accelerate the
development of GaN devices based on
this technology, with sample shipment
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Ramping photonics production
The recently launched Photonic Integration Technology Center
in The Netherlands is set to take the nation’s thriving industry
to global markets, reports REBECCA POOL
AS THE PHOTONIC INTEGRATED CIRCUIT (PIC)
market gathers momentum, industry players are
eyeing The Netherlands with growing interest. In only
the last year, two Dutch photonic chip companies have
raised more than €60 million in investment funds to
kick-start photonic chip manufacturing.
In June 2020, independent PIC foundry, Smart Photonics
received €35 million to expand its wafer manufacturing
capacity at the High Tech Campus in Eindhoven. And
in March, this year, PIC manufacturer Effect Photonics
also won $37 million – around €30 million – to develop
single-chip coherent optics and scale production.
In addition, in late 2019, PhotonFirst – previously
called Technobis – scooped an undisclosed sum to
ramp production of its integrated photonic sensors.
And recently, Surfix won €8.5 million to accelerate
development of its integrated photonic biosensing
platform.

 Testing
times at PITC:
photonic IC on
an evaluation
kit.

But the industry buzz doesn’t stop here. Only weeks
ago, integrated photonics industry accelerator,
PhotonDelta, Eindhoven University of Technology, also

known as TU Eindhoven, the University of Twente and
research institute TNO, joined forces to launch the
Photonic Integration Technology Center (PITC).
As Sylwester Latkowski, PITC scientific director
and TU Eindhoven researcher, tells Compound
Semiconductor: “We have Smart Photonics, Effect
Photonics and PhotonFirst all of which have PICs at
the heart of their business and products.”
“More and more customers are approaching these
companies, and as fantastic and leading edge are
their products, scaling up manufacture isn’t always
simple,” he adds. “We’ve seen a need to mature
certain aspects of the PIC technologies and supply
chain, and will work with businesses to get the next
generation products production-ready.”

Europe and beyond
As well as these key Dutch businesses, PITC is also
working with testing company, Salland Engineering,
PIC design house, Bright Photonics, VTEC Lasers &
Sensors and more.
However, Latkowski is keen to emphasise the centre’s
international outlook, pointing to partnerships
with France-based optical spectrum analyzer and
automated optical test equipment supplier, APEX
Technologies, German photonics assembly and
testing company, ficonTEC, and potential US-based
collaborations in the future.
The PITC scientific director also likens the newlylaunched PITC to the Belgium-based R&D hub, Imec,
emphasising the value that such an organisation can
bring to a supply chain. “Such an overarching centre
can perfectly co-exist alongside established institutes,
companies, large industry and universities,” he says.
PITC was conceived by Erik Van Geest from
PhotonDelta, TNO’s Jan-Laurens van der Steen,
Pieter Telleman, University of Twente and of course,
Latkowski. As such, the centre is home to a broad
photonics-related expertise. Latkowski and colleagues
at TU Eindhoven, including Kevin Williams, have
spent years working on active-passive monolithic InP
integration, creating lasers, amplifiers, quantum well
modulators, detectors and more on a chip.
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 Industry
grade fully
automated die
tester being
developed
together with
Ficontec in
PIXAPP and
InPulse pilot
lines.

Meanwhile, Twente University provides expertise in SiNbased technologies, with spin-out LioniX International
designing and fabricating PICs, and delivering SiN
waveguides and modules to market. Still, as Latkowski
emphasizes: “We also work with silicon photonics, and
as an organisation, PITC is technology-agnostic.”
At the same time, TNO brings industry experience in
maturing technologies. And PhotonDelta, a publicprivate partnership of government agencies and
integrated photonics modules players, has contributed
significant funds, alongside other organisations.
Indeed, PhotonDelta members include researchers,
chip designers, foundries and software developers,
that develop single and hybrid InP and SiN waveguide
technologies. For example, Bright Photonics, Effect
Photonics, Lionix International, PhotonFirst, Surfix,
SmartPhotonics and VTEC are amongst the numerous
industry partners from The Netherlands, with other
partnering organisations including the European
Photonics Industry Consortium and the MESA+
Institute of Nanotechnology.
From the outset, PITC will focus on increasing its
partners’ Technology Readiness and Manufacturability
Readiness Levels. Latkowski points to how the
centre could help a company such as VTEC Lasers
& Sensors, which develops pluggable modules for
telecoms suppliers, to reduce its design-in window
and have products ready on demand with the
necessary specification.
“Customers like VTEC have mature products but
have to hit certain deadlines when manufacturing at
volume,” he says. “The telecoms industry doesn’t wait
for anyone, but we can help them meet the necessary
time-frames.”
PITC is going to focus on several key programmes,
including metrology, InP, SiN and hybridization. As
well as leading PITC scientific activities, Latkowski
also chairs the photonic test technical working group
at IPSR-I – Integrated Photonics System RoadmapInternational – that created the reference document
to shape the future of the PIC. Given this, he is
particularly passionate about metrology. “Years ago,
PIC roadmapping activities from MIT indicated that
test, assembly and packaging are the dominant cost
drivers for a PIC-based module... and today’s PICs are
much more complicated,” he says.
“While packaging and assembly is more of a
challenge, we have companies that offer this but when
it comes to testing, no-one really is keen to do this,
and it isn’t trivial,” he adds.
Latkowski highlights how many laboratories can offer
advanced characterization but industry needs swift
tests that can identify sub-standard dies. To this end,
more automation of test and assembly processes in
the PIC manufacturing chain is critical to improving
statistical process control.

“There’s a lot to be done,” he says. “We’re proposing to
work with multiple parts of the supply chain, including
OEMs, fabs, and equipment and software vendors, on
this as there are no comprehensive test tools yet.”
In a similar vein, Latkowski asserts that hybridization
is key. “I’m strongly pushing this [PITC programme
line],” he says. “The PIC module is typically a hybrid
and includes some combination of InP, SiN, silicon
and electronics, not just photonics.”
Tech-development aside, Latkowski and PITC
colleagues will also be developing a future workforce
for the photonics industry. Latkowski reckons that
today, the pool of engineers and researchers with
photonics expertise is somewhat limited. However, he
will be working with partners at the Fontys University
of Applied Sciences, home to more than 44,000
students based in and around Eindhoven.
“Existing candidates typically hold a PhD [relevant to
photonics] but this may not always be what is needed
to fill a vacancy,” he says. “We will shape teaching
and internship programmes for the future talent that
industry needs – this could be electronic-photonic test
engineers and photonic product designers.”
“Importantly, every PITC launch partner has already
expressed an interest in supporting and taking part in
these programmes,” he adds.
Along the way, the centre leaders intend to stay abreast
of the latest industry technology developments.
Pointing to polymer optics developments, largely driven
by Michael Lebby, chief executive of Lightwave Logic,
Latkowski says: “We have research activities in materials
such as this and are watching how these evolve.”
“If these are seen to be attractive to module suppliers,
we will be able to help here, and will monitor
technologies such as this that may be needed for the
next generation of photonics products,” he adds.
WWW.COMPOUNDSEMICONDUCTOR.NET
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Hybrid bonding:

Going for GOLD
Hybrid bonding provides attainable scaling for packaging of
compound semiconductor devices in copper or gold
BY JOHN GHEKIERE FROM CLASSONE TECHNOLOGY
FABRICATING semiconductor devices begins by
growing epiwafers, with efforts directed at ensuring
high-quality crystalline material with minimal
imperfections. Once a device is completed, it often
has to be integrated into its CMOS brain in order
to carry out its impressive tasks. Commonly this
integration is accomplished by employing advanced
packaging techniques, many of which include some

form of pillar formation and bonding. However,
continued input/output (I/O) scaling is taking
conventional packaging approaches and putting them
out of reach for many manufacturers. Hybrid bonding
offers abundant opportunity for I/O density scaling.
Increasing in popularity, heterogeneous direct
bonding, also known as hybrid bonding, is a
technology that involves directly bonding dielectric
and interconnect features, either between two wafers,
or between a chip and wafer. Such a concept
is not new, having been studied and
developed over the course of more
than a decade, and already deployed
in the manufacture of some CMOS
image sensor devices. Yet, until
recently hybrid bonding has not
gained widespread traction as a
viable approach for packaging
integration. But that is changing.
The exponentially increasing
technical difficulties associated with
the scaling more wellestablished approaches,
primarily based on pillars,
has driven interest in hybrid bonding,
along with a hike in its funding. The
challenges of scaling that are facing
leading-edge pillar applications are
so great that they are putting enabling
input/output density scaling out of the
reach for most device manufacturers.
This limitation is a major blow for
compound semiconductor device
manufacturers operating in this highly
competitive marketplace. As the majority of dollars
spent on development are largely committed to
true device technology, there is little funding left to
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try and advance an already profoundly advanced
packaging flow. Adding to the woes of the compound
semiconductor industry are the relatively small R&D
budgets compared with those of the manufacturers
of silicon-based devices. Foundries are an option,
but as compound semiconductor devices are still
largely produced on wafers with a diameter of
150 mm or less, finding a foundry operating at these
wafer diameters and yet capable of such advanced
packaging integration is becoming impossible.
Fortunately, hybrid bonding offers a genuine
alternative. This approach is clearly important,
justifying expenditure on development that should
offer a great return. While some investment
optimisation is valuable, there is the promises of
multiple generations of incremental innovation, an
attractive proposition compared with the diminishing
returns that characterise further pillar development.
For pillar and bump packaging, a 10 μm by 10 μm
‘micro-pillar’ represents the state of the art. To scale
the pitch any further is challenging to even the most
advanced manufacturers in the industry. Progress
on this front would allow an increase in the number
of inputs and outputs on a device – realising this
requires increasing the feature density, and in turn
decreasing the pitch and ultimately making the feature
narrower. As the pillar is a truly three-dimensional
structure, if there is no scaling of its height, this leads
to a mechanical integrity problem. To prevent this from
arising, engineers must scale for height, meaning
that maintaining an incredibly tight variation featureto-feature actually produces an exponentially greater
percent difference, known as coplanarity. Uniformity
cannot stay the same or even incrementally improve. It
must improve greatly, feature to feature. The unwanted
consequences are genuine challenges in realising the
coplanarity necessary to yield.

 Direct
bonding of
gold pads
for emerging
devices.

it work? Yes, so far. However, it serves to further narrow
an already narrow process window that arises because
the plated features, composed of multiple metals
(think adhesion), are incredibly small, free-standing
structures. There are also practical considerations
associated with the sheer precision of the feature
dimensions of a photoresist operating at these sizes.
Progress is being made, but these advances are
coming from fewer and fewer manufacturers.

Hybrid heaven
Switching from the use of pillars to hybrid bonding
greatly simplifies many of the issues that are associated
with plating, mechanical integrity and lithography. For
starters, hybrid bonding employs plating capabilities
that have already been established for far smaller
feature sizes and a narrower pitch. Take copper
metallization, the most common implementation of
hybrid bonding: CMOS interconnects have already
driven the development of feature fill plating to
dimensions below 100 nm, which is more than three
orders of magnitude smaller than that associated with
pillars. What’s more, this drove the filling of much
higher aspect ratio features than those required for

Can such coplanarity be achieved? At present, yes,
and great achievements are continuing in this regard.
But each new scaling requires development of new
plating chemistries and equipment modifications,
alongside a level of novelty in innovation that tends
to result in new patents and exclusive IP. All of which
means more cost. Can it be done? Yes – and it is
being done. However, given the growing difficulties,
progress that is demanded is inaccessible to all but a
few manufacturers.
There are also challenges to conventional packaging
that go beyond plating and mechanical integrity.
Consider lithography. The photoresists used in pillar/
bump packaging integration are just one of the many
marvels produced in the semiconductor industry.
They have to be compatible with a multitude of plating
electrolytes with values for pH ranging from just 1 or 2
to as high as 9 or 10; a genuine compatibility challenge
for resist formulation. There is a trade-off when using
a highly robust resist material. It creates challenges
for removal, solved using processing steps that are
chemically and mechanically aggressive. Again, does

 Novafab nano-twin copper, optimal for direct bonding.
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 Above:
Sub-micron
feature filled
with gold.
Void-free. The
aspect ratio is
1.5:1. Top Right:
A magnified
image, showing
two sub-micron
features filled
with gold.

hybrid bond applications. When focusing on plating,
we can see that the advances necessary for four, five
or even six additional generations are already largely
established and feasible. The CopperMax reactor from
ClassOne Technology represents an advanced plating
cell designed to deliver such extensibility in copper fill
for hybrid bonding applications.
Another merit of hybrid bonding is that it employs
no free-standing structures. By instead relying on
embedded pads of metal, this technology supports
a level of scaling that, in terms of plating capability,
is already well established beyond the current
constraints in wafer alignment. So advanced is this
scaling that it is driving advances in wafer alignment.
To illustrate this point, let’s consider copper plating. For
many of today’s manufacturers of devices designed
around the pillar/bump process, the extremely
advanced 20 μm pitch is unattainable. But this length
scale is easy to realise with copper damascene plating.
This form of plating has been used for advanced logic
interconnects. Although copper plating has recently
been displaced by PVD reflow, and in some cases
cobalt, at the most advanced nodes, copper plating
was the process of record through to the 10 nm node
where metal 1 via dimensions reached the scale of
around 30 nm or less.
For hybrid bonding, the feature scale associated
with the current state of the art is an input-and-output
density of around 10 μm and even lower. Thanks to
success at this length scale, wafer-to-wafer bonding
is available not only as a general die stacking or
packaging scheme for large manufacturers that are
likely to be slower to adopt it, but also to the many
smaller innovators of devices as such microLEDs,
advanced RF devices, and other discretes. The
technology can be employed for both wafer-to-wafer
bonding and for pick-and-place.
When evaluating different options for unit materials, it
is essential to consider not only the plating step, but
the processes that surround it – and thus consider
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the pros and cons compared with those associated
with pillar integration. Embedded pad plating, often
known as feature fill, does require an advanced
chemical mechanical polishing (CMP), which precisely
planarizes metal and dielectric. Existing copper CMP
routinely planarizes feature densities to a level several
orders of magnitude higher than that needed for
today’s state of the art packaging.
This is not to say that advanced copper CMP is
simple, but rather that the necessary development
was already driven by advanced interconnect
integration and thus already exists. Specific to direct
hybrid bonding, the CMP must accommodate the
difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion
between the dielectric and metal. Complete and
reliable bonding demands that the metal bond
pads be slightly recessed but precisely so, typically
to within 5 nm of specified recess. Thus after the
bonding step that unifies the dielectric, the ensuing
bonding step for the metal results in an expansion of
the two interfacing pads which grow into each other
and ultimately form a monolithic interconnect. Again,
not trivial, but not a new requirement either.

Copper versus gold
For hybrid bonding, the post-CMP cleaning becomes
truly critical. When using copper, there is an
established process of record for engineers to draw
on. Cleaning chemistries for device metallization
have been established that realise excellent particle
removal, low residual surface contamination of metal
ions and effectively zero metal etching on the exposed
features. This is a unit process step that is already
established though requires very tight process control.
Interestingly, and perhaps to some surprisingly,
metallization in gold offers a realistic alternative to
copper. Though clearly not as advanced overall,
a great deal of development has been directed at
metallisation with gold, including the establishment of
a highly competitive pilot production line for emerging
device types. Within this line, the GoldPro reactor
developed by our team at ClassOne Technology of
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When it comes to optimizing the grain
structure for the most efficient bonding, copper
metallization again received more attention than
gold. That said, gold has already been shown to
be platable in distinctly different orientations

Kalispell, Montana, provides a plating Process or
Record. Many manufacturers are yet to consider
gold in damascene-like, or recessed, plating
architectures, despite much effort at developing this
technology, which has included establishing pilot
production. Compared to copper, gold has also
received far less attention for the additive development
for superconformal fill, but it has proven to be
significantly less susceptible to seam voids. While
much more expensive than copper, gold has many
key virtues, including resistance to corrosion. In some
applications, these strengths warrant the use of this
precious metal.
Our team has shown that by combining proper
chemistry formulation with key parameter controls,
in our specific case MadDermid Enthone’s MicroFab
Au660 sulfite gold electrolyte and our GoldPro reactor,
employing specific plating waveform and electrolyte
flow profile, an effective and scalable feature fill with
gold is readily available today. Working with a key
manufacturing partner in an emerging technology,
we have developed and demonstrated a gold feature
fill of a pad feature with a 1.5:1 aspect ratio. This is a
far tighter pitch than that for a pillar/bump involving a
10 μm-wide copper pillar, which is considered to be
state of the art for that technology.
The development of gold CMP technology is not as

mature as copper CMP, and is subject to a similarly
tight process window with regard to metal recess.
Of particular challenge is the fact that gold CMP
chemistries tend to be considerably more aggressive
than those for copper. If aggressive slurries are
employed, there are challenges to face in forming a
sufficiently smooth dielectric surface while
controlling the recess of the gold features. As with
copper, a hybrid bond sequence begins by direct
bonding the dielectric surface, followed by bonding of
the metal.
When it comes to optimizing the grain structure for the
most efficient bonding, copper metallization has again
received more attention than gold. That said, gold
has already been shown to be platable in distinctly
different orientations, suggesting that there is ample
room for near-term optimization.
At some point even gold’s forgiveness to conformal
plating and its avoidance of seam lines will give
way to the realities of a higher aspect ratio for
which conventional gold electrolytes will not suffice.
However, since the feature is equivalent to a pad, its
current-carrying capacity is defined in the horizontal,
not vertical. In other words, the bond pad does not
need to be tall to work, so it is unlikely that there will
ever be a need to produce a pad with a feature of

 Gold plated
in multiple
crystal
orientation
using MicroFab
Au660 gold
sulphite
chemistry,
supporting
optimization for
direct bonding
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an excessive aspect ratio. Development may drive
towards a ratio of 2:1, with deployment requiring a
fill step that more directly resembles true bottom-up
plating. Such efforts are already well underway, with
significant progress achieved by MacDermid Alpha.

wider choice of chemistries for post-CMP cleaning
as well as intra-step queue times. Additionally, there
is far less concern over: the presence of dissolved
oxygen in the chemistry; the exposure to air in a moist
environment; and other, related complications.

One practical constraint to further development of
a more bottom-up gold chemistry technology is the
ability to accurately analyse such chemistry. The
difficulty stems from being unable to draw on all the
conventional electrochemical analysis methods. For
copper plating chemistries, which depend on forward
and reverse plating – that is, plating and stripping
– a rotating disc electrode is used. Gold cannot be
readily stripped in a similar way. Fortunately, these
challenges could soon disappear, as progress
is being made, including novel development by
Ancosys GmbH.

It is also worth noting that that most compound
semiconductor do not move wafers through the fab
with overhead transport in a hermetically sealed
container. This implication is that there is the threat of
environmental variation, which is incredibly costly to
address. With gold, the chances are that this is far less
of an issue. While you may have to work on your CMP
step, you don’t have to rebuild your fab!

Many may wonder why it makes any sense to use
gold, rather than copper, given the far higher costs –
gold currently commands around $1800 an ounce,
compared with just $5 for copper. There are, in fact,
two reasons for this move: one is technical, while the
other based on the market. Ultimately, chosing gold
over copper will impose some trade-offs. Gold CMP,
as mentioned, will provide tougher challenges than
copper CMP. However, gold potentially opens the
process window for steps such as the highly critical
post-CMP clean step.
With gold, as with copper, post-CMP cleaning is
critical to successful hybrid bonding. With copper,
there is the threat of oxidation and the criticality of
queue times between steps. It is possible to avoid
this and realise a high yield – this is the case in the
manufacture of CMOS image sensors – but as scaling
continues, requirements around precision recess of
the pads are to become more stringent, and there will
be an increase in sensitivity to small variation. With
gold, as there are no oxidation issues, there is a far
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From a market perspective, there is obviously a
higher cost associated with adding a single layer
of gold on the surface. However, the contribution
to overall production costs is relatively small. And
weighing against this additional expenditure is
the wider process window that promises to speed
integration with a high yield, crucial to unlocking the
door to capturing market share. This can make all the
difference between enjoying success in an emerging
market and missing out on an opportunity.
Within the semiconductor industry, as technologies
advance, they often go out of reach of all but the
largest manufacturers. When this happens, new
approaches emerge that enable continued innovation,
leading to countless technological marvels that enthral
consumers. This unfolding of events is behind the
development and uptake of hybrid bonding. Whether
using conventional copper metallization or gold
metallization, this is a process that fabs can adopt,
thanks to the availability of commercial tools, such as
those we have produced.

£ The author would like to thank Dr Robert Rhoades,
recognized CMP expert, for his contributions to this
article.
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Optimal cocktails

A new era beckons, with better devices that draw on the strengths of the
entire palette of compound semiconductors
BY RICHARD STEVENSON
MATERIALS tend to be renowned for a particular
asset. GaN is widely credited for handling very high
power densities, InSb is known for its ability to allow
carriers to zip around at high speeds, and HgCdTe
is recognise for its capability to detect emission far
into the infrared. Yet, for all these materials and more,
alongside their strength comes at least one weakness.
Due to this, selecting any material involves
compromise, with decisions weighing up what will
enable the best overall device performance.
There is clearly much appeal in avoiding this limitation
by selecting the optimal combination, rather than
picking the best material. But that is far easier
said than done, given that there are several tough
challenges to overcome when uniting different families
of compound semiconductor materials.
While these challenges may initially seem
insurmountable, progress is being made, thanks to
the toil of many researchers. Due to many different
materials and technologies involved in these
breakthroughs, it is hard to keep track of all the
progress that’s being made. However, thanks to
the extensive coverage on this topic at this year’s
CS Mantech, held on 25-27 May, all the delegates
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attending this online meeting could gain a good
grasp of the many advances being made to combine
markedly different semiconducting materials, and
how this success will impact the next generation of
devices.
Setting the scene for how far we’ve come already and
what the future may hold, Mark Rosker, the director
of DARPA’s Microsystems Technology Office, opened
the conference by outlining the three different eras
for compound semiconductor devices. He views the
first wave as that involving the production of devices
on native substrates, such as GaAs-based MMICs;
and the second as the growth of devices on foreign
substrates – examples include GaN-on-SiC HEMTs,
as well as antimonide-based structures, grown on
GaAs and InP substrates, that form low-power, highfrequency electronic circuits. Rosker argued that a
third wave is now starting to emerge, where devices
feature abrupt junctions and high-performance
materials with dissimilar lattice constants. “The
fundamental technology that is being developed may
be thought of as junction engineering,” explained
Rosker. “Optimisation is happening at the level of
the junction, in order to improve the overall device
performance.”
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 Figure 1.
Mark Rosker,
director of
DARPA’s
Microsystems
Technology
Office, suggests
that the
compound
semiconductor
industry will
soon enter
a third wave
of material
technology.
This era will
see devices built
from disparate
materials.
To illustrate what a third-wave device might look
like, Rosker highlighted a novel HBT pioneered by a
collaboration led by researchers at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison and Michigan State University.
Using transfer of an AlGaAs/GaAs membrane grown
on a native substrate, this team constructed a HBT
with a diamond substrate, a p-type diamond collector,
an Al2O3 intermediary layer and AlGaAs layers that
provided the emitter and base junctions (see Figure 1).
By employing a grafting technique, the engineers
overcame a 37 percent lattice mismatch between the
GaAs-based layers and diamond. It’s a breakthrough
that unlocks the door to combining some of the
traditional merits of a HBT with the excellent heat
extraction of diamond, as well as its higher bandgap
that boosts the transistor’s breakdown voltage.
One of the stepping stones towards a third wave of
compound semiconductor devices has already been
made in a DARPA programme. To address the speedlimiting high contact resistance in GaN HEMTs, efforts
in the NEXT programme were directed at introducing
the re-growth of heavily n-doped, lattice-matched GaN
regions, inserted below the source and drain contacts.
“The important point is not that you are using different
materials – the important point is that you are starting

to do junction engineering at levels that are below that
of the entire device,” commented Rosker.
He also discussed ultra-wide bandgap materials, which
he expects to make a significant impact in the next
generation of devices. Merits of these materials, such
as AlN, Ga2O3, diamond and BN, include a bandgap
roughly twice that of GaN and an electric breakdown
field that is higher by a factor of about four. However,
there are weaknesses with these materials, with some
difficult to p-dope and others lacking a substrate.
“The first issue, just as it was with the last generation,
is to understand materials properties better, and to
recognise what some of these material challenges
are,” argued Rosker. According to him, accurate
models of materials and their related devices
are essential tools for aiding the understanding
and development of this new class of compound
semiconductors.
To help drive the third wave forward, DARPA has
just started a heterogeneous heterostructures
programme. In the first phase, the goal is to develop
new processes for forming low-defect-density
heterogenous heterojunctions.

 Figure 2.
The approach
pursued by
Jeehwan
Kim’s team at
MIT enables
substrate reuse
by inserting
a layer of
graphene
between the
substrate
(donor wafer)
and an epilayer.
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 Figure 3. Jeehwan Kim’s team at MIT have used a technique referred to as remote epitaxy to grow a variety of thin films that are
separated from the substrate. Apects of this work have been published in the following journals: Nature 544 340 (2017), Nature Materials
17 999 (2018), Nature Materials 18 550 (2019), Nature Electronics 2 439 (2019), Nature Nanotechnology 15 272 (2020), Nature 578 75 (2020)

according to Kim: due to the atomic spacing of the
underlying substrate, the layers of the device may be
“clamped”, and this could impair performance; and
if the substrate cannot be released, it adds to weight
while hampering flexibility.
Two of the most common options for releasing an
epilayer are chemical and optical lift-off. The former
is not ideal, as chemical treatment may degrade the
quality of the substrate, hindering its re-use. “You
have to polish your wafer after the release process,”
explained Kim, pointing out that etching takes time,
and is generally limited to III-V materials. The common
alternative, optical lift-off, which involves directing laser
emission through the back of transparent substrates
to melt away material, also causes damage and takes
considerable time – but it is quicker than chemical
lift-off.

 Figure 4. For remote epitaxy, the penetration of the ionic field through
graphene is key. For silicon, it’s so weak that subsequent growth produces
polycrystalline material. With GaAs, the field is stronger, allowing crystalline
growth through a single layer of graphene; and with GaN, the ionic field
strength is so high that crystalline material can be formed with a double layer
of graphene. More details on this work can be found in Nature Materials 17
999 (2018).

The second part of the programme is focused on
designing novel heterogenous heterostructures,
underpinned by accurate physics-based modelling
and simulation.

Releasable epilayers
A key process for producing the third wave of
compound semiconductor devices is the growth of
an epilayer, prior to its transfer to another material.
Developing a very promising technology for
accomplishing this is a group at MIT led by Jeehwan
Kim, who provided an overview of a very broad
portfolio of work on this topic to those attending this
year’s CS Mantech.
It is well-known that lattice matching, a crucial
requirement for the second wave of materials, restricts
the options for combining materials, and may also
lead to high wafer costs. But there are also two other
significant weaknesses that must also be considered,
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The novel approach pursued by Kim and his
colleagues is to transfer graphene to a donor
wafer, before adding an epilayer, applying a handle
substrate, and then pulling apart this structure (see
Figure 2). Thanks to the weak forces at the interface
with graphene, there is a precise release of the
epilayers from this carbon structure. Merits of this
technique include: a fast release, due to the weak
interaction; its application to any material; no need for
any post-release treatment; and substrate re-use.
One of the merits of using a thin layer of graphene,
rather than other two-dimensional materials, such as
BN, is that it has a ‘transparency’ – that is, the ionic
field penetrates through the carbon layer. Due to this,
when epitaxy occurs, the deposited film is orientated
to the underlying wafer. With this approach, Kim
and his co-workers have formed single-crystalline,
freestanding, flexible membranes of GaAs, InP, GaP
and GaN, as well as a number of complex oxides,
including SrTiO3, CoFe2O4, Y3Fe5O12 and BaTiO3 (see
Figure 3)
The penetration of the ionic field through the graphene
varies with material. With silicon it is weak, causing
the growth of polycrystalline material. For GaAs it is a
little stronger, so to produce crystalline films by remote
epitaxy, graphene must be only a single layer thick;
but for GaN, thanks to a relatively strong ionic field,
remote epitaxy can yield crystalline films even when
using two layers of graphene (see Figure 4).
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Kim and co-workers have also investigated
heteroepitaxy, growing InGaP that has a latticemismatch to GaAs. Due to what Kim describes as
spontaneous relaxation on graphene, there is a
substantial reduction in dislocation density in the
ternary compared with conventional epitaxy.
Virtues of this technology are not limited to producing
flexible and stackable wafers and a reduction in
material costs. There is also the promise of easy
heterointegration, allowing stacking of different
devices, such as III-V solar cells, wireless devices,
processors and sensors, and batteries based on
oxides.
While championing all of this opportunity, Kim is open
about the challenges, which include compromises in
epilayer quality associated with pinholes in graphene,
possibly caused by the peeling process. He pointed
out that it is important to use the right process to
add the graphene layer. For producing compound
semiconductor films, a wet process is unsuitable
– there are imperfections in the morphology of
graphene on its host substrate, such as a lack of
perfect flatness, that impair the epilayer. A dry process
is better, beginning with the formation of a layer of
graphene on SiC.
One of the latest pieces of work by Kim’s team is to
use its technology to form an artificial heterostructure
containing blue, red and green LEDs. This stack
of LEDs, which have lateral dimensions of several
microns, is a promising candidate for making displays
based on microLEDs.

A more established approach for bringing dissimilar
compound semiconductor materials together is directwafer bonding. A variant of this, known as surfaceactivated bonding, has much appeal because it does
not require any wet processing, with wafers bonded
together at room temperature.

At this year’s CS Mantech, Naoteru Shigekawa, who is
a group leader at Osaka City University and an expert
in this form of wafer bonding, outlined the criteria for
optimising this process, before illustrating its capability
with examples of novel devices. While his facility is
limited to bonding wafers up to 2 inches in diameter,
he is quick to point out that there are commercial tools
available, suited to high-throughput bonding of
300 mm wafers.

To unite materials with this technique, wafers are
loaded into a chamber that is pumped down to

Shigekawa told conference attendees that the
surface roughness of the wafers has an impact on

Bonding wafers

 Akash, the
pioneer of
GaN-ondiamond, is
producing
100 mm wafers
in volume.

around 10-6 Pa, before their surfaces are bombarded
with beams of neutralised atoms, typically argon, that
are accelerated by 1-2 kV. These collisions eliminate
native oxides and create activated surfaces. Pairs of
wafers are then united by pressing them together,
typically with a bond pressure of around 10 MPa (see
Figure 5).

 Figure 5. Working under vacuum, the bombardment of wafers with a fast atom beam (FAB) removes the native oxide, creating a surface
for bonding.
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 Figure 6.
The flatness
of the wafers
governs the
bonding yield.
Polishing
reduces
roughness, and
increases the
chances of a
high-quality
bond.

bonding yield. Experiments by his team indicate that
for successful bonding the surface roughness value
Ra must be below 1 nm, and ideally less than half
that value. Epiwafers tend to be well above this, but
polishing flattens their surface, enabling successful
bonding (see Figure 6).
Care is needed when applying this form of bonding,
because surface activation leads to dry etching, which
can increase surface roughness and impair yield.
Another downside of etching is that it introduces
mid-gap states. “We assume that such mid-gap states
have a negative impact on electrical properties of
bonding interfaces,” stated Shigekawa, who added
that one solution is post-bonding annealing, which
can lead to the recovery of interface characteristics.
Illustrating this point, Shigekawa showed transmission
electron microscopy of bonded silicon and GaAs
wafers. Prior to annealing, there is an amorphous-like
transition layer at the interface. Annealing at 300 °C
causes this layer to shrink, and at 400 °C it disappears,
thanks to recrystallisation.

 Figure 7.
Compared
to sapphire,
diamond has a
tremendously
high thermal
conductivity
that drives
down thermal
resistance at
this junction.
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Shigekawa and colleagues have also used electrical
measurements to assess how annealing adjusts
interfacial properties. Investigations of junctions
formed by bonding two n-type silicon wafers
together, and also by bonding two p-type silicon
wafers together, showed that annealing at 1000 °C
for 10 minutes drives down the density of interface
states from around 1013 cm-2 eV-1 to one-fifth of
this value.
The team from Osaka City University have produced
a portfolio of novel devices with wafer bonding,
including multi-junction solar cells, power devices
with junctions between wide and narrow bandgap
materials, and FETs that feature diamond layers to
increase current spreading. For the latter, devices
were formed by direct bonding of diamond to
semiconducting materials – in once case silicon, and
in another, GaAs – and also bonding diamond to
a heat sink. The new architectures promise a
substantial reduction in thermal resistance.
Using a thermal imager, Shigekawa and co-workers
have measured the thermal resistance of their
junctions. To provide a benchmark, they used a
bonded GaAs-sapphire junction, which had a thermal
resistance of 35 K/W (see Figure 7). In comparison,
the GaAs-diamond junction has a resistance of
just 6 K/W. This vastly superior value allows devices
to be driven harder without overheating, or the
adoption of simpler approaches to thermal
management.
The researchers have also considered junctions
formed by bonding GaN to diamond. Micro-Raman
measurements on these structures, undertaken
by Martin Kuball’s team at the University of Bristol,
revealed that the stress within these structures is
similar to that of GaN-on-silicon.
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Diamond dissipation
At Akash Systems of San Francisco, CA, much effort
has been devoted to developing GaN-on-diamond
transistors, power amplifiers and radios for satellite
communication. In this environment, the only
mechanism for dissipating heat is radiation. With
GaN-on-diamond, heat is drawn out of the channel of
the HEMT far faster than with GaN-on-SiC, permitting
a higher substrate temperature – and ultimately better
heat extraction via radiation.
Note that avoiding high temperatures by driving the
device less hard is not a great compromise, as this
holds back the data transmission rates. Illustrating
this point is one of Akash’s products, a GaN-ondiamond radio, which is accommodated in a 10 cm
by 10 cm by 3 cm package, and when placed at
an altitude of 550 km can delivers a date rate of
more than 600 Mbit/s – that over five times the rate
for conventional GaN-on-SiC technology at around
8 GHz, within a 100 MHz channel.
Those attending CS Mantech gained insights into
the development of Akash’s GaN-on-diamond
technology in a presentation by the company’s Vice
President of Materials, Daniel Francis. He explained
that many of the technical team are former founders
and employees of Group4 Labs, which pioneered the
technology. Progress in GaN-on-diamond continued
after the acquisition by Element Six, and also after
the launch of Akash, which bought-out the IP and
introduced a production process on 100 mm wafers.
At Akash, engineers form devices by taking
unprocessed GaN-on-silicon epiwafers, bonding a

 Table 1.
engineers at
Akash have
many reasons
for adopting
a glass frit
process when
producing
their GaNon-diamond
devices.

carrier to the epi-side, removing the substrate, growing
a layer of diamond in its place, and then removing the
temporary carrier. As the diamond that’s deposited
forms a rather rough layer, this has to be polished.
Options for attaching the carrier to the epiwafer
include diffusion bonding and plasma-activated
bonding. But at Akash they prefer glass frit bonding –
also known as glass soldering – for several reasons
(see Table 1). The primary attributes of frit bonding
are that it can be applied to a full wafer, it maintains
its strength at the high temperatures subsequently
employed for diamond growth, and it accommodates
bow, warp and defects in the GaN.
Francis explained that by melting glass, they can cater
for surface roughness and bow. “Because you make
the glass thick enough, you can accommodate some
level of roughness for defects that are five microns,
without too much trouble.”
Working in partnership with Kuball’s team at
Bristol University, the team at Akash have quantified
the improvements in heat extraction that come from
removing transition layers. These transition layers
are hampered by their ternary nature, and also by the
numerous defects (see Figure 8). Thermal conductivity
is typically 15 W m-1 K-1, a value about ten times lower
than that for GaN. To avoid this issue, Akash removes
these transition layers, before adding diamond, which
has a thermal conductivity of 1600 W m-1 K-1.
Depositing a high-quality layer of diamond on GaN is
not easy. There is a tendency for diamond to attack
GaN, leading to nanoscale structures that bare a

Engineers form devices by taking unprocessed GaNon-silicon epiwafers, bonding a carrier to the epi-side,
removing the substrate, growing a layer of diamond
in its place, and then removing the temporary carrier.
As the diamond that’s deposited forms a rather rough
layer, this has to be polished
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 Figure 8. Akash uses GaN-on-silicon HEMTs as the starting point for the production of its GAN-on-diamond devices.
Transmission electron microscopy images of GaN-on-silicon, showing a very high defect density in the transition layers
(left), and GaN-on-diamond (right).

resemblance to popcorn. The solution is to add a film of
SiN. As this has a very low thermal conductivity, it needs
to be as thin as possible, while still ensuring goodquality diamond films. A thickness of around 25 nm
yields the best results, when considering both device
performance and consistency, according to Francis.
As the deposited diamond forms grain that are tens
of microns in size, polishing processes are needed to
ensure a smooth surface. A first step reduces peak-tovalley variation from 30 μm to 5 μm, before a second
step takes the surface roughness down to 0.5 μm.
Applying both of these steps trims the total thickness
of the diamond, which falls from around
200 μm to 105 μm.
Francis and co-workers have compared the
performance of GaN-on-SiC HEMTs with those based
on GaN-on-diamond. Measurements on the former,

devices with a 150 nm gate length that operate at a
frequency of 20 GHz and an efficiency of 25 percent,
have a base plate temperature of 25 °C when the
channel temperature is 200 °C. For the GaN-ondiamond variant, because the team is yet to perfect
the 150 nm process, a gate length of 250 nm is
employed. The larger gate drags down efficiency to
20 percent. However, encouragingly, the base plate
temperature can be as high as 100 °C for a 200 °C
channel temperature, allowing the device to operate
up in space without the need for active cooling.
This promising result, like those of the devices
described by Rosker – and those made at MIT and
Osaka City University – provides a glimpse into the
future of what will be possible. When devices draw on
disparate materials, many doors could open, helping
to elevate the importance of our industry to an entirely
new level.

Increase your
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Enjoy enhanced SiC wafer and device yields
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For information please contact:
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A superior process for the

SiC power MOSFET
Forming a gate oxide without oxidation smashes through a barrier that has
held back the SiC MOSFET for 20 years
BY TSUNENOBU KIMOTO AND KEITA TACHIKI FROM KYOTO UNIVERSITY
GOVERNMENTS FROM ALL AROUND WORLD are
now preparing for this year’s UN Climate Change
Conference, widely referred to as COP26. At this
gathering, which is due to take place in early November
in the UK, all nations in attendance will be asked to offer
a commitment to cutting their carbon footprint.
The level of ambition they can promise will be
governed by their plans for installing renewable
forms of energy. But another factor that they ought to
consider is how efficient they are in using the energy
they generate, and whether they can make gains on
this front. In almost all kinds of electric and electronic
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system, the efficiency of power conversion, such
as AC/DC and DC/AC conversion, ranges from
85 percent and 95 percent. That implies that with
current technology, about 10 percent of electric
power is wasted, in the form of heat. That’s a
significant proportion: just imagine how many
gigawatts of electric power is wasted in countless
systems by power conversion, or how many coal-fired
power stations could be mothballed by making gains
in efficiency.
Most of this power loss is attributed to Joule heating
inside power semiconductor devices, which are
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almost exclusively made from silicon. Power devices
made from this semiconducting material have
been playing key roles in electrical products and
infrastructure for many decades, but this technology is
now highly mature, offering little opportunity for further
improvement.
However, significant gains are possible by switching
to wide bandgap semiconductors, such as SiC, GaN,
and Ga2O3. Interest in all three has been rocketing in
recent years.
One striking property shared by all these wide bandgap
semiconductors is a very high critical electric field
strength – it is more than ten times that for silicon.
Differentiating the three from one from another are some
unique features: SiC is renowned for its wide range
of doping control, GaN is blessed with a AlGaN/GaN
heterostructure that creates a high-mobility channel,
and Ga2O3 has the merit of melt growth of bulk crystals.
Amongst this triumvirate, SiC technology is the most
mature, in terms of both material growth and device
fabrication. Basic research on this class of power
devices can be traced back as far as 1990, when
Kyoto University, North Carolina State University,
Cree, and Purdue University were the main players.
Now SiC wafers with a 150 mm diameter are widely
available and CVD is well established for the growth of
high-purity SiC layers with a low defect density. What’s
more, ion implantation of donors and acceptors is
widely employed for forming n- and p-type regions,
and thanks to the uniqueness among compound
semiconductors of the native oxide SiO2, it is relatively
easy to fabricate all kinds of MOS (metal-oxidesemiconductor) device.
As chipmakers draw on all these attributes, sales
of SiC power devices are on the rise. SiC Schottky
barrier diodes and power MOSFETs specified at
voltages from 600 V and 1700 V hit the market in
2001 and 2010, respectively, and sales have been
ramping since 2015. Driving increases in shipments
is the adoption of SiC power devices in servers and
workstations, photovoltaic inverters, air-conditioners,
fast chargers, railcars, and the electric vehicles
of Tesla and Honda. In all these applications SiC
provides substantial energy savings (see Figure 1).
Sales of SiC devices are tipped to continue on
this impressive trajectory, due to the tremendous
expansion in the manufacture of electric vehicles, as
well as huge investments in SiC material and devices
underway in the US, Europe, Japan, and China.
Given the growing success of SiC power devices,
it would be easy to assume that they are close to
reaching their full potential. But the reality differs – the
performance of SiC power MOSFETs is actually far
from ideal. While on-state characteristics of 650 V SiC
power MOSFETs are much better than their silicon
equivalents, thanks to superior material properties, the
on-resistance of a typical SiC product is almost ten
times its ideal value.

 Figure 1. (left) Unipolar limits of silicon and SiC power devices, showing the
trade-off between the on-resistance and breakdown voltage. (right) Typical
application areas for SiC power devices (MOSFETs and Schottky barrier
diodes).

The weaknesses of the SiC power MOSFET are
highlighted by considering contributions to this
device’s on-resistance (see Figure 3). In any class
of power MOSFET, on-resistance is a combination
of several factors, including drift-layer resistance,
channel resistance, substrate resistance, and contact
resistance. For the 600 V SiC power MOSFET, driftlayer resistance is so low that other contributions
to resistance cannot be ignored. Compared to an
equivalent silicon device, the drift-layer resistance
of the SiC MOSFET is almost 300 times lower, while
its channel resistance is about 30 times higher,
due to poor channel mobility. This hike in channel
resistance is incredibly detrimental, obliterating
much of the benefit of a SiC power MOSFET over
its silicon rival. For 600 V and 1200 V SiC MOSFETs,
channel resistance accounts for about 70 percent and
50 percent of the total on-resistance, respectively.

 Figure 2. The relationship between on-state current
density and voltage for the 650 V-class SiC MOSFET,
silicon super-junction (SJ) MOSFET and silicon insulated
gate bipolar transistor (IGBT). For the SiC MOSFET,
values are provided for the latest products, R&D device,
and the ideal device.
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 Figure 3. (left) Schematic cross-section of a vertical power MOSFET and its major resistance components. (right) Major contributors
to the on-resistance of 600 V, 1200 V, and 3300 V SiC power MOSFETs. The on-resistances of 600 V and 1200 V SiC MOSFETs are severely
limited by the channel resistance.

A decades-old problem
An obvious question to ask is this: Why is the channel
resistance of the SiC MOSFET so high? The reason is
that at the interface between SiO2 and SiC there is an
extremely high density of interface states, also known
as traps. While silicon enjoys a density of interface
states below 1010 cm-2 eV-1, for SiC this exceeds
1012 cm-2 eV-1. This high value has been holding back
the performance of SiC devices since 1990. It is to
blame for a channel mobility of no more than
40 cm2 V-1 s-1, despite a bulk electron mobility of
around 1000 cm2 V-1 s-1. In fact, in SiC power MOSFETs
where the p-body is relatively heavily doped, the

 Figure 4.
Energy
distributions of
the interface
state density for
SiC and silicon
MOS structures.
The extremely
high defect
density near
the conduction
band edge (Ec)
in SiC is the
main cause for
the low mobility
of n-channel
MOSFETs.
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channel mobility is even lower – typically, it’s
15–25 cm2 V-1 s-1, so just a few percent of the value for
bulk mobility.
Within the SiC community, a two-step oxide-formation
process has been widely adopted for making power
MOSFETs. This involves either the thermal oxidation
of SiC; or deposition of SiO2, followed by interface
nitridation with a NO gas. Invention of the latter took
place between 1997 and 2001.
Since the start of this century there have been
numerous investigations and unique trials all over the
world to try and improve the performance of the SiC
MOSFET. Highlights from the last 20 years are sodiumenhanced oxidation developed at Philips, and annealing
in a POCl3 ambient, pioneered by engineers at NAIST.
Both techniques resulted in high channel mobilities,
typically 90-160 cm2 V-1 s-1, but the approaches are
unsuitable, introducing a threshold-voltage instability
and a short oxide lifetime at a high electric field.

Oxidation-free oxide formation
Our team at Kyoto University, Japan, has devoted many
years to basic studies of the SiC MOS structure, and
to also developing a novel technology for improving
the MOSFET. Given that an interface state density over
1012 cm-2 eV-1 is somewhat abnormal, this suggests that
something must be wrong with the SiO2/SiC system.

I
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To uncover the cause, we have asked ourselves this
simple question: What happens with carbon atoms in
SiC when SiC is thermally oxidized? Almost all carbon
atoms are removed during oxidation of SiC to form CO
molecules. But not all – some remain near the interface,
and are the main cause of defect formation.
We have some evidence to support our speculation.
Between 2016 and 2018 we carried out a series
of experiments involving secondary-ion mass
spectrometry, which revealed that during oxidation of
SiC a high density of carbon atoms accumulate near
the SiO2/SiC interface. These atoms are released by
high-temperature argon annealing. Prior to this effort,
between 2009 and 2014 we discovered that during
oxidation of SiC, excess carbon atoms are emitted
into the SiC bulk region where they can create bulk
defects. So, based on the key findings of both these
studies, it is clear that the behaviour of carbon atoms
during SiC oxidation is not straightforward.
Offering further insight into the oxidation process are a
number of first-principles calculations on the
SiO2/SiC interface. These theoretical investigations
show that some C-C defects have low formation
energies and can create electrically active levels near
the conduction band edge of SiC.
After considering all these experimental findings
and theoretical studies, we conceived the idea that
it is crucial to avoid oxidation of SiC as much as
possible when forming the gate oxide during MOSFET
fabrication, because a high density of defects is
inevitably generated by SiC oxidation. While the SiC
community is happy to continue to use thermal
oxidation of SiC to form SiO2, our view is that much
could be gained by taking the time to develop
another approach to producing high-performance
SiC MOSFETs. Our solution, which we will now detail,
is to use a three-step process for forming a highquality SiC MOS interface (this is summarised in
Figures 5 and 6).
The process that we have developed begins by etching
SiC in hydrogen gas to remove oxidation-induced
defects near the surface. After this, we offer a choice
for the second step in the process. One option of
ours, which we’ll refer to a process A, involves silicon
deposition and conversion to SiO2 by low-temperature
oxidation; and our alternative, process B, is deposition
of a SiO2 film to exclude oxidation of SiC. Whichever
option is taken, the third and final step is interface
nitridation with a N2 or NO gas to passivate some
defects present at the interface between SiO2 and SiC.

 Figure 5. Flows for the conventional oxide formation process and two
original processes (Process A and Process B) developed at Kyoto University.
In the original processes, the oxide is formed by three steps; H2 etching, oxide
formation without SiC oxidation, and interface nitridation.

Note that at no point do we employ sacrificial
oxidation of SiC, which is thermal oxidation followed
by oxide removal. Those that do use sacrificial
oxidation, either prior to MOSFET fabrication or
after epitaxial growth, are in danger of creating very
defective regions on the surface of the SiC wafers.
Some members of our community will be surprised
that we have had success with our technique. After all,
there are many report of attempts to deposit a SiO2
film when making a SiC MOSFET that have produced
disappointing results. But our approach has a crucial
difference, addressing defects that are generated
during sacrificial oxidation and located in a subsurface, up to a depth of 5 nm. We eradicate these
imperfections with the first step of our process, the
etching in hydrogen gas prior to SiO2 deposition.
A handful of groups have also tried to deposit silicon,
before converting this to SiO2 by thermal oxidation.
This is not successful: the temperature for conversion
from silicon to SiO2 is too high, and oxidation of the

After considering all these experimental findings and theoretical studies,
we conceived the idea that it is crucial to avoid oxidation of SiC as much as
possible when forming the gate oxide during MOSFET fabrication, because
a high density of defects is inevitably generated by SiC oxidation
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deposition process (Process B), which has the merit
of technological simplicity. We compare this approach
with conventional thermal oxidation and nitridation
annealing, in either N2 or NO (see Table 1).
Measurements of the energy distributions of the
interface state density for these four different
processes underscore the promise of our original
processes (see Figure 7, which demonstrates the
superiority of process B, for both H2-CVD-NO and
H2-CVD-N2 processes). With Process B, the defect
density at an energy 0.2 eV below the conduction
band edge is about three-to-five times lower than it is
for the conventional process used for manufacturing
SiC power MOSFETs, based on oxidation and
nitridation with NO. When the MOS is produced with
the conventional process, the interface state density
exhibits a rapid increase toward the band edge;
with our original process energy distributions of the
interface state density are rather flat, indicating a
different nature of interface defects.
That advantage results in a superior performance for
the MOSFET. For devices made with our process,
channel mobilities are about twice those for equivalent
transistors made with the conventional process,
reaching values of between 80 cm2 V-1 s-1 and
85 cm2 V-1 s-1 (see Figure 8). We are particularly
encouraged by the H2-CVD-NO variant of our process
that yields a high mobility at a high gate voltage, as
well as a normally-off operation – that is, a threshold
voltage greater than 0 V. Our process is the most
promising technology to significantly enhance the
performance of SiC power MOSFETs.

 Figure 6.
Hightemperature
hydrogen
etching and
wafer loading
for interface
nitridation to
form highquality SiO2/SiC
structures.

SiC surface results, driving the generation of a high
density of defects.
During our studies, we have looked in detail at the
impact of all three steps of our process. We have
found out that all of them are mandatory for realising
a very low interface state density near the conduction
band edge.

Depositing SiO2

In this remainder of this article, we detail the SiO2

Development of the SiC power MOSFET has
witnessed several false dawns. Processes showing
initial promise by delivering low defect densities
or high channel mobilities have fallen at the next
hurdle, due to either a poor dielectric breakdown
characteristic of the oxide or a large threshold voltage
instability induced by the gate bias.
We have looked into both these causes of concern
and are delighted to report that the devices produced
by our process do not succumb to either of these
pitfalls. When applying a high electric field to the oxide
of our structures, we observe a beautiful Fowler-

 Table 1. Four different processes for gate oxide formation. H2-CVD-NO and H2-CVD-N2 are pioneered by Kyoto
University, while Ox-NO and Ox-N2 are conventional.
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Nordheim profile above 6 MV/cm. For field strengths
less than 6 MV/cm, leakage current is below our
detection limit. Oxides formed with our H2-CVD-NO
process have a breakdown field in excess of
11.2 MV/cm, a value even higher than that
for the conventional process. Offering further
encouragement, the threshold voltage shift for
SiC MOSFETs fabricated with our H2-CVD-NO process
is below 50 meV – this is smaller than that for devices
made with the conventional process. Based on all
these findings, we have no doubt that our process
is the solution to a problem that had dogged the
SiC MOSFET for 20 years.
One of our next goals is to apply our technology to
non-basal planes. It is well known that SiC MOSFETs
reach a higher level of performance when MOS
channels are formed on non-basal planes ((1100)
or (1120) face). In these devices, known as trench
MOSFETs, channel mobilities of over 100 cm2 V-1 s-1
have been attained with the conventional process.
Switching to our process should yield even higher
values. Several SiC device manufacturers have shown
much interest in this possibility, got in contact with us,
and technology transfer has started.
A higher mobility is a major asset for a SiC power
MOSFET. It delivers a substantial reduction in the
specific on-resistance in 600 V to 1200 V devices,
assuming a doubling or tripling of channel mobility.
The smarter move by chipmakers, however, is to trim
chip size while maintaining on-resistance. Halving the
chip size would double the number of MOSFET die
obtained from one wafer, and also drive production

 Figure 8. (left) Schematic cross-section of a fabricated n-channel SiC
MOSFET. (right) Mobility versus gate voltage for SiC MOSFETs with gate
oxides formed with four different processes. The H2-CVD-NO MOSFET exhibits
more than twice the mobility of the conventional MOSFET at a high gate
voltage and normally-off operation.

yield towards 100 percent, thanks to reductions in
the probability of meeting a device-killing defect or a
pattern failure. All these factors will help to reduce the
cost of SiC power MOSFETs, and in turn accelerate
the shipment of these devices.
While we have made much progress, one fundamental
question remains: what is the origin of interface
defects in SiC MOS structures? As we are now able
to fabricate SiC MOS structures with a very low defect
density, we can expect that physical and chemical
analyses of the high-quality interface, as well as poorquality samples, should provide useful insights into
the cause of defects.
In addition to looking into this matter, we plan to
further improve our original processes. We have
realized that variations in the annealing conditions
after oxide formation in the proposed processes have
a striking impact on interface quality, which is not the
case with conventional technology. This is further
evidence that the development of the SiC MOS has
just entered an exciting new era, after decades of
stagnation.
 The authors would like to acknowledge T. Kobayashi
and M. Kaneko from Kyoto University for their
contribution to this study.

 Figure 7. Energy distributions of the interface state
density for SiC MOS structures with oxides formed by five
different processes: as-oxidized (As-Ox); conventional
oxidation and subsequent nitridation (Ox-NO and
Ox-N2); and the two novel technologies developed at
Kyoto University (H2-CVD-NO and H2-CVD-N2). The new
processes yield a very low interface state density of
typically just 5 × 1010 cm-2eV-1 near the conduction band
edge.
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The memristor laser
By emulating photonic neurons, circuits built from memristor
lasers can form computers that mimic the brain
BY BASSEM TOSSOUN FROM HEWLETT PACKARD LABS
IN 1936, ENGLISH mathematician and computer
scientist Alan Turning wrote a paper entitled, On
Computable Numbers. In this work he proposed
a computing system, named the Universal Turing
Machine, that is design to solve specific mathematical
problems programmed into it. The underlying principle
behind Turing’s design is that instructions, stored on
a tape, are executed to compute and solve complex
mathematical problems. In 1941 Turing’s design
became a reality, when he led a team that built an
actual computer used to decode encrypted messages
from Nazi Germany. This Turing Machine played a
major role in supporting Britain and its allies in the
Second World War; it is thought to have shortened the
conflict by two-to-four years.
A few years after the war had ended, a brilliant
Hungarian mathematician by the name of John von
Neumann built on Turing’s work, outlining the modernday computer architecture in the monumental text,
First Draft of a Report on the EDVAC. The computer
structural design that he championed has taken his
34 ISSUE V 2021
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name, being commonly known as the von Neumann
architecture. At its heart is a central processing unit: it
swaps data stored within memory; computes on the
data using an arithmetic logic unit; and then sends
this back to the memory, to be stored as memory
registers. The revolutionary work of von Neumann’s
jumpstarted the computing revolution, laying down
the foundational structure for nearly all of today’s
computers.
Another milestone in computer development came
in 1959, when two engineers working at Bell Labs –
Mohamed Atalla and Dawon Kahng – invented the
MOSFET, one of the most fundamental building blocks
in modern electronics. This class of transistor is
integral to the computing revolution because it makes
it practically viable to integrate electronics into densely
packed integrated circuits on silicon. Note that Atalla
also played a key role in developing the compound
semiconductor industry. In 1966 he co-founded the
Hewlett Packard (HP) Labs. This has been a hub of
innovation in computing, and also in semiconductor
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 A schematic
diagram of
a TiO2/TiO2-x
memristor
discovered by
HP Labs.

electronic and photonic devices, including LEDs,
Schottky diodes and power transistors, made from the
likes of GaAs and InAs.
Even though computers continue to make
technological advances, there remains a fundamental
flaw in the von Neumann computer architecture,
which forms the foundation of computers. Within
the interconnect that transfers data between the
memory and the processor, there is an inherent
limitation known as the ‘von Neumann bottleneck’.
The nub of this issue is that within a computer, data
is processed and generated faster than it can be sent
to the memory for storage. Compounding matters, as
memory chips can’t keep pace with processors, there
is a ‘memory gap’ – this stems from the processor
having to wait for the memory to operate on data
before it is sent back to the processor. Due to this flaw,
during the last few decades engineers and scientists
have started to look into new types of memory and
interconnect technologies to jump past the hurdles
that are inherent within the von Neumann architecture.

The marvellous memristor
Just a little over a decade ago, a team of researchers
at HP Labs, led by Stanley Williams, made a
monumental discovery: the first experimental
demonstration of a device known as a memristor.
This class of memory device completes the quartet
of fundamental components, the other three being
the resistor, the capacitor and the inductor. Williams
and co-workers fabricated this device by sandwiching
two thin layers of oxide materials between a pair of
platinum wires. By ramping up the voltage supplied to
this simple structure, the researchers caused oxygen
atoms to ionize and migrate, effectively changing the
resistance of the material. Thanks to this, the device is
able to store memory within itself as resistance.
One of the greatest promises of the memristor
is that it opens up new types of memory and
computer architectures, such as memory-centric and
neuromorphic computing. In these architectures,
memory is centralized, and data simultaneously
processed and stored on the same chip.

The invention of the memristor spawned much interest
in university research groups and government and
industrial research labs, and has led to the generation
of myriad patents and publications. Highlights include
the development of memristor cross-bar arrays, which
emulate artificial neurons and synapses in a neural
network for low-energy, high-density computing
and memory storage. However, despite research
progressing at breakneck speed, the memristor is yet
to deliver the bang it’s expected to make in industry.
There are various challenges related to production,
such as difficulties in producing a high volume of
memristors with a high yield, uniform performance from
device to device, repeatability and long retention times.
In the meantime, Hewlett Packard Labs has been
developing devices based on silicon photonics, a
revolutionary technology that helps to circumvent
the von Neumann bottleneck. This technology, which
involves the integration of photonics on robust, costeffective silicon, has the potential to bring photonics
closer to where data is electronically stored and
generated by CMOS electronics.
Silicon photonics offers an alternative to traditional
electrical interconnects made from copper or

 A crosssection
schematic
diagram and
transmission
electron
microscope
(TEM) image of
the memristor
laser.
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Adding a laser

 The currentvoltage
characteristic
of the memristor
integrated within
the memristor
laser. A
hysteresis loop,
the fingerprint
of a memristor,
was measured.

A trademark device developed within our group is
the silicon microring resonator. It consists of a ring
waveguide with a carefully chosen diameter, etched
onto silicon and designed to filter out light of a specific
wavelength.
By bonding compound semiconductor lasers directly
to the silicon microring resonators, our team has
fabricated hybrid silicon microring lasers. These
compact devices are ideal for digital data transmission
within a coherent optical communications system.

aluminium – they suffer from physical limitations, such
as crosstalk, as well as signal propagation delay and
attenuation at high data-transmission rates. Moving to
the photonic domain of optical fibres and waveguides
addresses much of this, while speeding data delivery.
Compared with electrical interconnects, which can
only carry one channel of data at a time, waveguides
accommodate multiple wavelengths. At the other end
of the waveguide, data that has been encoded at
each wavelength is converted into electrical signals,
which are processed and stored. The great attraction
of silicon photonics is that it offers a platform for
producing low-cost, high-bandwidth, energy-efficient
optical interconnects that facilitate the transfer of vast
amounts of data from chip-to-chip and even on chip
within a supercomputer.
At Hewlett Packard Enterprise, there has been
substantial investment in silicon photonics, which is
viewed as an essential technology for producing
high-bandwidth, energy-efficient optical interconnects
for future high-performance computers and data
centres. And within Hewlett Packard Labs, the LargeScale Integrated Photonics group, of which I am
a part, has devoted much time to research on this
technology. Our group has demonstrated an extensive
portfolio of devices and components based on
silicon photonics, including high-speed modulators,
photodetectors and lasers.

 John von
Neumann,
inventor of the
EDVAC, one of
the first built
computers in
history.

One of us at HPE, research scientist Di Liang,
trailblazed a new device by following in the footsteps
of Mohamed Atalla’s invention of the MOSFET.
Fifty years on, Liang took the MOS capacitor that
revolutionized the world of electronics and integrated
it with a laser. The result is the world’s first III-V-onsilicon MOS microring laser, which has the MOS
capacitor integrated into the cavity of a laser diode
to fine tune the output wavelength of the light
generated.
Within this microring laser, the area of the capacitor
overlaps the optical waveguide. This leads to changes
in the accumulation of charges on each side of the
capacitor and within the waveguide, and gives rise to
a phenomena called the plasma dispersion effect. It is
an effect that is related to the density of free carriers
in a material, and how this changes the material’s real
and imaginary refractive index.
One of the impacts of plasma dispersion is a shift
in both the wavelength of light resonating inside the
microring, and the output wavelength of the laser.
Using this laser, Liang and co-workers demonstrated
data transmission at 15 Gbit/s, at an energy rate of just
1.2 pJ/bit. These numbers underscore the capability
of the III-V-on-silicon MOS microring laser for providing
an energy- and cost-efficient light source for highspeed interconnects within supercomputers.
More recently, I have spearheaded a new effort
within the group, taking the microring laser we
have developed and combining it with another
revolutionary device discovered at HPE Labs, the
memristor. Motivation for this effort is the wonder
of whether the integration of a memristor with a
microring laser could create a device that stores data
within the laser.
To test out this idea, our team began by investigating
whether the MOS capacitor within this hybrid device
could produce a hysteresis curve in its current-voltage
characteristics. Our results were very encouraging,
finding that this device indeed acts as a memristor.
This was a great surprise, since we had been making
these devices in the lab for years, and were unaware
of this behaviour. Only now did we appreciate their
significance as it lead to the world’s first memristor
laser – that is, the first tuneable laser with non-volatile
optical memory.
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We found that when we apply a high enough electric
field across the memristor, the MOS capacitor no
longer behaves as a capacitor, but rather as a
resistor. The change in characteristics comes from
an electroforming process inside the oxide material,
with a high electric field pushing oxygen atoms out
of their original location and driving them in a certain
direction. In their wake is a conductive path for current
to flow. What has ultimately happened is a change in
the conductivity of the oxide material.
It is possible to reset the memristor to its original
high-resistance state by applying a high electric
field across the oxide layer in the opposite direction.
Doing this closes the previously formed conductive
path, and converts the device back to behaving like
a capacitor rather than a resistor. Operating in this
guise, application of a low electric field produces a
shift in the output wavelength of the laser, due to the
plasma dispersion effect. By increasing the number
of charges within the MOS capacitor, the index of
refraction can be adjusted, thereby controlling the
blueshift of the laser wavelength.
When our device operates in its low resistance state,
conductive filaments are formed, creating localized
paths for current to flow throughout the oxide
material. These filaments cause the resistance of
the oxide to fall by at least two orders of magnitude,
driving a hike in current density by a similar factor.
When this happens, Joule heating occurs through
the conductive filaments within the memristor. This
heating dominates the plasma dispersion effect, and
leads to a shift in the refractive index that produces a
redshift in the laser wavelength.
Supplying an electrical current to the GaAs-based
laser turns it on at a specific output wavelength.
This allows the output resonant wavelength of the
memristor laser to switch, in a non-volatile manner,
between two different wavelengths, by turning the
memristor on or off. Thanks to this mode of operation,
the device can be used to electrically write and
optically read data, by switching the conductivity of

 Memristor
laser output
power as a
function of
wavelength
at its original
state, and when
the memristor
is switched on
and off.

the oxide layer within the memristor. For example,
a 0 or 1 state can be stored in the ring resonator,
based on the state of the memristor; and this data
can be optically read by measuring the output optical
wavelength of the microring laser.
To verify this modus operandi, we have used a cleaved
fibre to measure our device, and to also couple light
from the memristor laser into a grating coupler and
then on to an optical spectrum analyser. Recording
the optical spectrum at 0 V after the device is turned
on and off revealed that there is an abrupt change in
the optical wavelength after setting the memristor on,
but no change in the optical wavelength after resetting
the memristor back off. As the switch in states occurs
in roughly 75 ns, our device has the potential to
provide high-speed data storage.
One of merits of this device is that it is already
compatible with our group’s silicon photonics
platform. This allows the formation of memristors
without any additional cost, material, or design
complexity. By realising close integration of memory
and photonics on the same chip, we are enabling

By developing this technology, our team, and colleagues
of ours at Hewlett Packard Labs, have equipped ourselves
with the IP and know-how to integrate storage, compute,
and high-speed optical interconnects on the same chip.
This milestone provides us with the essential tools for
rearchitecting the computer and enhancing the brute
power of future supercomputers
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 Measured
laser output
power as a
function of
wavelength
after setting the
memristor on
and resetting it
back off.

computing on the edge. For instance, our group is
currently fabricating a photonic memory circuit to
produce an optically accessible memory chip with
ultrafast read times. This circuit offers great versatility
– it can be used on the front-end of a device to not
only communicate data to the cloud at high-speeds,
but also store and process data within the same
device. Having the data stored and processed closer
to the device interface reduces the overhead latency
in going back to the cloud to retrieve data. What’s
more, this approach can tackle increases in power
consumption in a computing system that come from
the slow process associated with optical-to-electrical
conversion between photonic integrated circuits and
memory chips. By keeping some memory on the
same chip as the photonics, we save a great deal of
energy.

Mimicking the brain
We are also designing a circuit that uses memristor
lasers to emulate photonic neurons. The plan is
to use our optoelectronic platform to construct a
neuromorphic computer, which is a computing
systems inspired by the human brain, essentially
the most efficient computer in existence. A human
brain consumes less than 20 W of power to process
an exaflop – that is one quintillion floating point
operations per second. Along with our peers, we
have a lot to learn about the operation of the human
brain and how we can adapt our modern computer
architectures to mimic them.
Applications for neuromorphic computing include
machine learning and image recognition. For
instance, if a specific program has been already
trained within a neuromorphic circuit to complete a
certain kind of task, this program can be used without
needing to recompute an instruction set from scratch
each time it is executed. This is similar to exercising
neural pathways in the brain for certain tasks, such
as playing a guitar. Each time a proficient guitarist
picks up this instrument, they don’t have to learn how
to play it from scratch. Instead, they draw on muscle
memory. Being able to do so provides large savings
in time and energy when performing certain tasks for
specific applications.
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Studies have shown that the brain is a massive
organ, with an interconnected network of neurons
communicating with each other asynchronously and
in parallel. Consequently, there is no clock that each
neuron needs to sync with, and one neuron can
communicate with multiple neurons at the same time.
This is a different working arrangement from the
traditional von Neumann computer, which executes
instructions and computes data sequentially at
a specific clock frequency. Our hope is that by
integrating photonics side-by-side with memristorbased neuromorphic electronic circuits, data can
distributed within a neural network in a massively
parallelized way using wavelength-division
multiplexing communication links.
By adopting this architecture, neurons, represented
by memristors, will communicate with multiple
other neurons at the same time, using an array of
memristor lasers. Within this configuration, data will
be routed through an integrated optical waveguide,
like an axon (also known as a nerve fibre) that carries
signals at high speed and low energy.
To form neural pathways, we will add synaptic
weights of neurons together, before storing the
computed results on memristor lasers. When the
weight of a neuron adds up to a threshold, an action
potential will occur, triggering the memristor laser to
send out a spiking signal, in the form of a switch in
the output lasing wavelength.
By developing this technology, our team, and
colleagues of ours at Hewlett Packard Labs, have
equipped ourselves with the IP and know-how to
integrate storage, compute, and high-speed optical
interconnects on the same chip.
This milestone provides us with the essential tools for
rearchitecting the computer and enhancing the brute
power of future supercomputers. While it is yet to be
fully mapped out exactly how exactly this technology
will be applied, there is sure to be exciting shifts and
advancements in computing when this technology
develops a few years from now.
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A logical switch to the vertical direction
Surging sales of wearable devices will drive a new era for the IC,
with planar FETs replaced with vertical gate-all-around transistors
BY KATSUHIRO TOMIOKA FROM HOKKAIDO UNIVERSITY
WHEN COMMERCIALIZATION of the IC began back
in the 1960s microprocessors would feature a dozen
or so transistors, each with dimensions of tens of
microns. In the intervening years we’ve come an
awfully long way. Progressing at rates described by
Moore’s Law and Dennard Scaling, we have been
on an exponential trajectory. While its not been easy
at times, requiring the likes of the introduction of
a high-κ gate oxide, metal gates, strained silicon
and multi-gate architectures to keep up the pace,
continued advances have ensured that the world’s
leading fabs are now churning out ICs with 50 billion
FETs. The big question is this: given the exceptional
miniaturization of the FET, how will researchers extend
LSI from now on?
While these researchers ponder this, they must
consider how the pandemic has changed the way
40 ISSUE V 2021
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we use electronic devices, and how electronics are
developed. We now live in a world where there are
fewer physical spaces and cyber spaces are on the
rise. This has meant that working remotely is now
the norm in many sectors, and socialising on-line is
commonplace. There is also more interest in wearable
augmented-reality devices. The likes of smart glasses,
earphones, wrist bands and rings, previously thought
of as gadgets of the distant future, are now the
technologies we want to soon inhabit our world.
Getting there requires addressing concerns over
wearable devices. Compared to smartphones and
other forms of portable electronics, they have limited
functionality. It also challenging to make them small
enough, so that they are not cumbersome. Success
on both fronts demands a new generation of highperformance LSIs to serve in a post-5G era.
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Our team at Hokkaido University, Japan, is tackling
this challenge by developing a number of promising
technologies. We have considered performance
per unit volume, finding that when the system
performance is represented by memory bytes, this
plummets with the miniaturization of the device size
(see Table 1). Due to this trend, we are convinced that
wearable devices of the post-5G era need to contain a
high-performance computing system.
What will the transistor technology look like in
such a system? Consequences of miniaturisation
indicate that it can’t be based on planar integration,
the mainstream architecture since the 1960s. We
can also rule out the stacking of LSI chips – the
so-called 3D integration or chiplets – due to serious
thermal management problems. So a new integration
schemes is needed, delivering much denser devices
in a smaller footprint than modern LSI. This approach
demands alternative switches, used to create small,
high-performance architectures with ultra-low thermal
dissipation.

Four ways forward
We are investigating four different approaches
for producing modern FETs that could fulfil these

requirements: an alternative FET structure, different
channel materials, a new switching mechanism and
a refined integration scheme (all are outlined in
Figure 1).
One simple approach to decreasing the FET’s power
consumption is to lower its supply voltage. That’s
because the active power of an IC is proportional to
the square of the supply voltage; and the stand-by
power of an IC is proportional to the supply voltage,
and the off-state leakage current.
An option for decreasing the off-state leakage current
is to shift to a gate-all-around architecture. With this
design, the gate metal wraps all around the channel
to provide the best electrostatic control of the gate.
When it comes to replacing the channel material, there
are several strong candidates for taking the place of
silicon. Contenders include III-Vs, germanium, and
two-dimensional transition-metal dichalcogenides.
All promise to provide a high on-state current under
low bias, thanks to their high carrier mobility and low
electron/hole effective mass. However, the latter is
actually a mixed blessing, as the small effective mass
also results in a high tunnelling leakage current. So,

 Table 1. Comparison of conventional wearable devices. The device performance and functionality refers to values of RAM memory.
Performance per volume rapidly decreases. The performance ratio is the fraction of the performance per volume compared with that of a
smartphone.
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when these alternatives to silicon are deployed in a
multi-gate architecture, efforts must be directed at
driving down the leakage current.
Another issue that can arise when using higher
mobility materials is that there is an inherent mobility
mismatch between the n- and p-channels – this is
a problem in CMOS architectures. It may not seem
a big issue, given that designers of LSI can adjust
the device area to ensure current matching between
n-channel and p-channel FETs. However, this is not
possible when there is an extreme mobility difference,
such as that found in some III-V/germanium materials.
In these cases, more success might result from
expanding the device area out of the plane, since
faster channels are restricted to the vertical gate-allaround architecture.
When considering all the options for the choice of
material and architecture, high on the wish list is
a steep subthreshold slope, because this enables
substantial reductions in the supply voltage and the
power consumption. With modern LSI, there are

inherent issues associated with increases in power
consumption, and they are exacerbated as transistor
density increases. The underlying cause is that
electrons and holes follow the Boltzmann distribution.
This physical law dictates that the minimum value
for the sub-threshold slope, which determines the
supply voltage for the FETs, is about 60 mV/decade at
room temperature (the sub-threshold slope is equal
to 2.3 kBT/q, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is
the temperature, and q the elementary charge). With
the lower limit for the sub-threshold slope pegged at
60 mV/decade, the power consumption for the ICs has
to increase as the integration density increases.
Fortunately, there is a way to overcome this limitation.
What’s needed is to switch to a device that operates
on non-thermionic processes, as they are not
governed by the Boltzmann distribution of carriers.
Operation of such devices may be based on quantum
tunnelling, impact ionization, negative-capacitance,
or mechanical vibrations. With any of these switching
mechanisms the sub-threshold slope can be far
steeper than 60 mV/decade.

A history lesson
Back in the late 1980s, Japanese engineer Fujio
Masouka and his co-workers, working at Toshiba,
invented the first vertical gate-all-around FET.
Masouka, incidentally also the inventor of NAND flash
memory, referred to this device as the surroundinggate transistor. Whatever its name, it is a device
that that will change the integration paradigm. Right
now, all electronics devices used in our daily lives
are based on the electronics of the 1960s. While
deviating from this is certainly challenging, it has to
happen, with a shift to the designs shown in Table 1.
It is a change that is certainly feasible, since flash
memory already uses a type of vertical gate-all-around
architecture.
Our view is that all the alternative technologies
overviewed in Figure 1 need to be mutually developed
to realize a wearable, augmented-reality device with a
high-performance computing system. We expect that
heterogeneous direct integration of III-V nanowires
on silicon and vertical gate-all-around tunnel FETs
will both play an important role in this development,
because nanowires with a tunnel III-V/silicon junction
can include all of the technologies shown in Figure 1.
A key attribute of TFETs that comprise all these
technologies is that they have a much lower subthreshold swing, allowing the supply voltage to
plummet to just 0.2 V.

 Figure 1. There are alternative technologies for conventional CMOS; FET
structures, channel materials, switching mechanisms, and integration
schemes. Included is an illustration of switching curves by introducing
alternative technologies.
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For TFETs, the steepness of the sub-threshold slope
strongly depends on the bias condition. Apply a
high internal electrical field to the tunnel junction and
the addition of a smaller bias realises a steep subthreshold slope. Thus, by taking care of the series
resistance in the TFET, a steep sub-threshold slope
may be realised. Alternatively, this can be engineered
by combining a moderate tunnel junction with
materials with precisely controlled doping and gate
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stacking technology. The latter approach is the one
we have pursued.
One of the challenges with the TFET is ensuring a
high enough on-current. As its value is determined
by the tunnelling probability, this current depends on
junction material characteristics, such as energy gap,
effective mass and screening tunnelling length.
We have targeted a high on-current and a low subthreshold slope when developing our devices. The
design that we have trailblazed is a vertical gate-allaround TFET with a vertical InGaAs nanowire/silicon
heterojunction and modulation-doped, core-multishell
nanowire heterostructure. Selective-area growth is
used to form this transistor.
There is much merit with our design. There is a
staggered type-II band discontinuity at the n-InGaAs
nanowire/p-silicon junction that aids TFET operation.
What’s more, the vertical gate-all-around structure
of the grown nanowire channels only modulates the
potential of the InGaAs nanowire-edge – degeneration
of the p-silicon is neglected, resulting in potentially
good electrostatic gate control, key to obtaining a
steep sub-threshold swing. Yet another asset of our
architecture is that the two-dimensional electron gas
that is generated by our core-multishell structure
increases carrier concentration and tunnelling
probability at the nanowire/silicon junction, and
ultimately boosts our on-current.
A representative growth by our team results in
vertically integrated nanowires on silicon, based
on InGaAs/InP/InAlAs/δ-doped InAlAs/InAlAs/InP
core-multishell layers (see Figure 2). Within these
structures, there is a core In0.8Ga0.2As nanowirechannel with a: 200 nm-long, nearly intrinsic a
zinc-pulsed doped layer; a 400 nm-long part with a
silicon-doped layer; and a 600 nm-long part, heavily
doped with tin. We use this axial junction to adjust
the series resistance in the nanowire-channel, and to
induce a large internal electric field under low bias.
The thicknesses of the InP, InAlAs, δ-doped InAlAs,
InAlAs, and InP capping layers are about 2.5 nm,
1.0 nm, 1.0 nm, 1.0 nm and 3.0 nm, respectively.
Those values indicate that in these heterostructures
fine 3D nanostructures can be precisely controlled
on the atomic layer scale by selective-area growth.
Critical to device performance is the inclusion of the

 Figure 2. (top left) The structure of vertical III-V nanowires on silicon,
formed by direct growth. (middle and bottom) Energy-dispersive X-ray
microscopy elemental mapping of nanowires composed of an InGaAs/InP/
InAlAs/InP core-multishell structure.

inner InP shell layer, which facilitates the combination
of a two-dimensional electron gas and quantum
tunnelling.
The structure of our vertical gate-all-around TFET
has been fabricated with a 3D device process flow,
using a low-κ polymer resin, known as BCB (see
Figure 3). Wrapping around the sidewalls of the
nanowire-channel are a gate oxide, HfAlO composite
oxide and tungsten gate metal, all added by atomic
layer deposition. We have imaged this structure with
scanning electron microscopy, after the reactive-ion
process, and can see the core InGaAs nanowire on
top of the nanowire channel.
The next step in our fabrication process is to form a
Ni-InGaAs alloy contact with a small contact resistance

We have targeted a high on-current and a low sub-threshold
slope when developing our devices. The design that
we have trailblazed is a vertical gate-all-around TFET with
a vertical InGaAs nanowire/silicon heterojunction and
modulation-doped, core-multishell nanowire heterostructure
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 Figure 3.
The vertical
gate-all-around
TFET structure
has a coremultishell and
a modulationdoping
structure. A
scanningelectron
microscopy
image
shows the
representative
device structure
formed using
a 3D device
process.

to the core tin-doped InGaAs nanowire. After forming
the Ni-InGaAs alloy layer, we deposit a drain of Ti/Au
on top of the nanowire channel.

Delivering the promises
To assess the performance of our transistors, we have
used a standard setup – a Keysight B1500A or 4156C,
with a SMU cable – in a shielded box. Values reported
for the current are normalized by the outer perimeter
of the core nanowire, which is around 100 nm.
Measurements on our TFETs reveal a steep subthreshold slope, with a minimum value of just
21 mV/decade (see Figure 4). The gate voltage
window for the digital switch is 0.3 V, which is about

one third of that of a modern FET. The current region
where there is a steep sub-threshold slope extends
over around four decades, while the average value for
this key characteristic is 40 mV/decade.
The currents produced by our devices are very
encouraging. At a 0.5 V supply voltage, the on-current
reaches 2.4 mA/μm – that’s a hundred times higher
than that for a InGaAs/InP core-shell nanowire/siliconbased vertical gate-all-around TFET. With that design,
the core-shell nanowire induces strain inside the core
InGaAs nanowire, leading to a slight increase in oncurrent. Our core-multishell nanowire has the same
strain effect, but a far larger current enhancement,
thanks to the two-dimensional electron gas in the
nanowire channel. The current at a sub-threshold slope
of 60 mV/decade is 0.24 μA/mm, which is a thousand
times higher than that of the core-shell nanowire/siliconbased vertical gate-all-around TFET.
Plotting the output properties of our devices reveals
a unique curve, with a saturation region at a drainsource voltage of around 0.10 V. Insertion of an
intrinsically doped InGaAs nanowire segment leads
to an absence of the negative-differential resistance,
sometimes observed in TFETs, when our device is
operated under a negative drain-source voltage (that
is a forward bias against p-silicon/i-InGaAs nanowire/n-

 Figure 4 (left). Device performance of the vertical gateall-around TFET. ID-VG curve shows a steep sub-threshold
slope (the minimum sub-threshold slope is 21 mV/dec.)
and high ION. The blue bar in this graph is VDD = ~0.30 V.
The ID-VD curve exhibits unique output properties. The
sub-threshold slope vs ID indicates a steep sub-threshold
slope region in the range of about four decades, and a
high I60. Transconductance efficiency is much higher
than the physical limitation of conventional MOSFETs.
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InGaAs nanowire). A Kane model’s plot shows that the
dominant transport mechanism is based on tunnelling.
Another strength of our TFETs is their exceptional
transconductance efficiency, which is defined as the
transconductance, divided by the drive current. This
metric is a measure of the efficiency of the current
drive in the ICs. For our devices, its value exceeds
the physical limitation of the MOSFET, which is
restricted to no more than 38.5 /V. For conventional
FETs, this efficiency is virtually zero in the low-current
region, while our vertical gate-all-around TFET
exceeds this limitation over a wide current range.
Transconductance efficiency peaks at around 520 /V
at a drain source voltage of 0.25 V.
Note that it is not important that the maximum
efficiency is high. Instead, what matters is that this
efficiency exceeds the limits of the silicon FET over a
wide range of low-current levels. When vertical gateall-around TFETs are configured with a sufficiently
high level of parallelism, there is no longer the need
to pursue planar integration of the silicon FETs to
try and improve performance as volume decreases
(the requirement discussed in Table 1). The vertical
gate-all-around TFET is also far better at thermal
dissipation.
One other attribute of our TFETs is that, without a
change in configuration, they can show p-channel
behaviour with a steep sub-threshold swing. We need

to look into this device mechanism in more detail,
but preliminary investigations show that inverting the
ground terminal results in a p-channel switch. The
encouraging implication is that by simply aligning
the vertical nanowires, a CMOS architecture can
be constructed by forming interconnections for the
ground terminals.
We have developed the integration of devices
based on vertical III-V nanowires on silicon step
by step; we began with nanowire HEMTs, nearly
a decade ago, and now we have moved on to
TFETs with a vertical gate-all-around architecture.
We view these technologies as a continuation of
Masuoka’s invention that will lead to the next true
3D integration scheme, taking us away from today’s
planar integration devices, which have their roots in
the 1960s. The vertical III-V architectures that we are
pioneering accommodates co-integration and hybrid
integration schemes. We are standing on the edge of
a technology that will open up a new era, lasting for
possibly the next 60 years.

FURTHER READING
 XK. Tomioka et al. Nature 488 189 (2012)
K. Tomioka et al IEEE IEDM Tech. Dig. 429 (2020)
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Constructing III-V

nano-ridge photodetectors on silicon
Monolithic integration of III-V devices delivers high-quality detection
in the infrared
BY CENK IBRAHIM OZDEMIR AND DRIES VAN THOURHOUT FROM
IMEC AND GHENT UNIVERSITY, AND YANNICK DE KONINCK, DIDIT
YUDISTIRA, MARINA BARYSHNIKOVA, NADEZDA KUZNETSOVA
BERNARDETTE KUNERT, MARIANNA PANTOUVAKI AND JORIS VAN
CAMPENHOUT FROM IMEC
IN TODAY’S hyper-connected world silicon
photonics has emerged as a key technology for
delivering massive data transfer. Several foundries
are now offering silicon photonics platforms for the
manufacture of electro-optical transceivers with
terabit-per-second capacity. These transceivers can
serve the growing needs of data communication in
hyperscale data centres, as well as in emerging highperformance computing and AI compute clusters.

 Figure 1.
Tilted scanning
electron
microscopy
(SEM) image
of III-V nanoridges grown on
silicon.

Silicon photonics is well suited to these tasks, thanks
to its high refractive index and transparency at telecom
wavelengths, and its capability to carry light efficiently
within sub-micron waveguides. These attributes enable
photonic ICs (PICs) with a high integration density to
offer a scaling path to multi-Tbit/s optical modules for

datacom applications, and to provide a pathway for
dense optical-phased arrays for future LiDAR systems.
Yet, despite all this promise, it should be noted that
silicon is not a perfect material for making a PIC. Due
to its indirect bandgap, it has limited capabilities for
light modulation, detection and amplification.
All that functionality in today’s silicon PICs is
partially provided by the monolithic integration of
other materials. One of them is germanium, which
enables waveguide photodetectors with excellent
responsivities out to 1550 nm and acceptable dark
currents for high-speed data receivers. However, with
germanium, light amplification is still missing from the
PIC engineer’s toolbox, as well as photodetection at
longer wavelengths – these are valued attributes for a
variety of emerging optical sensing applications.
A well-trodden path to overcoming this limitation is to
integrate III-Vs onto a silicon photonics platform. Right
now, two of the most popular approaches to hybrid
III-V integration are flip-chip assembly and die-to-wafer
bonding. Both are suitable for serving low to medium
wafer volumes. However, in the longer run, arguably
monolithic hetero-epitaxial growth of III-Vs directly on
silicon offers a more promising pathway to the lowest
cost, scalability, and the highest throughput.
While this approach has much potential, realising it
is not easy. For several decades researchers have
grappled with the difficulties of direct growth of highquality III-V layers on silicon. There are challenges
associated with mismatch in the crystal lattice
constant, the thermal expansion coefficient and crystal
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 Figure 2.
3D figure of
nano-ridge
waveguide
photodetector
devices
produced at
imec.

polarity. Despite significant progress, even today stateof-the-art III-V layers that are directly grown on silicon
have defectivity levels several orders of magnitude
higher than those on native substrates. It is also worth
noting that when these layers are added by the most
common approach, blanket growth, buffer layers have
to be several micrometres thick to accommodate
crystal defects. That’s not ideal, hampering scalability
to large wafer sizes.

Shifting to nano-ridges
At imec, a globally renowned microelectronic research
centre based in Belgium, our team is pioneering a
unique approach to tackling this issue. With our way
forward, which we refer to as nano-ridge engineering,
our process for forming devices begins with the
selective-area growth of III-Vs in narrow trenches that
are patterned on a 300 mm silicon substrate. The high
aspect ratio of these narrow trenches traps dislocation
defects. After filling the trench, growth of the III-V
continues, forming a nano-ridge with an increased
volume, an engineered nano-ridge shape, and a very
low defect density. By avoiding the need for a thick
III-V buffer, this approach results in III-V nano-ridges
that are close to the underlying silicon.

the growth parameters for MOCVD. We have learnt
how to engineer a rectangular-shaped nano-ridge with
a flat (001) surface, an architecture that provides a
great platform for photonics as every ridge provides a
waveguide for light and a foundation for making III-V
devices.
In addition to controlling the shape of the nano-ridge, our
engineering technology enables us to introduce different
dopants and III-Vs. We can form diode junctions,
introduce quantum wells, alternate between different
combinations of III-Vs, and passivate our waveguides.
A starting point for our work has been the optically
pumped lasing of nano-ridge waveguides, a feat

When we use nano-ridge engineering to integrate
III-Vs with silicon, we form silicon {111} facets at the
bottom of the trenches by applying an anisotropic
etch. This creates a V-shape bottom, with the
orientation of the facet preventing the formation of
anti-phase domains (see Figure 1).
We control the profile of our nano-ridges by adjusting

 Figure 3. (Right) High-angle annular dark-field
scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADFSTEM) cross-sectional image of GaAs nano-ridge with
three InGaAs quantum wells. (Far right) Description
of the nano-ridge cross-section. For more details, see
C. I. Ozdemir et al. Dec. 2020, pp. 1–4, doi: 10.1109/
ECOC48923.2020.9333310
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 Figure 4. Dark current distribution at different bias voltages. For more details, see C. I. Ozdemir et al. Dec. 2020, pp.
1–4, doi: 10.1109/ECOC48923.2020.9333310

demonstrated by our team several years’ ago. Back
then, using nano-ridge engineering, we compressively
strained In0.20Ga0.80As/GaAs multi-quantum wells
horizontally grown on the (001) plane of a nano-ridge in
a nano-ridge waveguide. To ensure carrier confinement
and surface passivation, we encapsulated the
nano-ridge waveguide with a lattice-matched InGaP
layer. Cavities were created by incorporating reflector
gratings into nano-ridge waveguides, and the addition
of out-coupler gratings enabled us to read out the laser
response. Highlights from that time included lasing at
1028 nm, with the peak of the laser emission at a level
28 dB higher than the background. Initially we built on
that success with simulations considering coupling
into a regular silicon waveguide. These calculations
underscored the promise of integrating our nano-ridge

devices with an established silicon photonics platform.
We have used nano-ridge engineering to produce
a wide variety of devices. Before our latest work on
photodetectors, we developed HBTs. This class of
transistor exploits the excellent mobility of the III-Vs for
high-frequency RF applications, such as 5G and its
potential successors. The attractions of producing HBTs
on silicon with nano-ridge engineering include greater
flexibility of designs, lower cost and a smaller footprint.

Nano-ridge photodetectors
Recently, we have expanded the range of devices
that can be produced on our nano-ridges to include
high-quality photodetectors. A key requirement when
designing these devices is to make sure that the

 Figure 5. (a-b) Modal cross-sections of a nano-ridge waveguide and a 2.0 µm focused beam, using a linear colour scale. (c) Top view
of measurement setup with cleaved facet and lensed fibre. For more details, see C. I. Ozdemir et al. Dec. 2020, pp. 1–4, doi: 10.1109/
ECOC48923.2020.9333310
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bandgap of the absorbing material is low enough to
capture the light of the desired wavelength. If the device
is to have a small footprint, it is also critical that the
absorption coefficient of the material is sufficiently high.
There are also other potential requirements: if there is
a need for a low-noise, highly sensitive detector, the
absorbing material must have a low defect density; and
if high-speed operation is a must, then the absorbing
material needs to have high mobilities for electron
and holes, as this enables carriers to be collected
quickly. For the last few decades, conventional InGaAs
photodetectors fulfilling all of these requirements have
been produced in large quantities.
The most common architecture for the photodetector
is a p-i-n diode, with light absorbed primarily in the
intrinsic volume. With this design, diodes operating
under reverse bias can attain very high electric fields
in the intrinsic region, aiding effective collection of the
generated carriers. Metal contacts at the p- and nsides of the diode provide electrical connectivity to the
outside world (see Figure 2).
In our latest study, we have evaluated the potential of
using a nano-ridge to monolithically integrate highquality III-V photodetectors on a silicon platform. Using
structures for demonstrating optically pumped lasers as
the foundation for our recent work, we have developed
the expertise to introduce p-i-n doping and create a
diode junction, and to add metal contacts to our devices.
We grow our InGaAs/GaAs photodetectors in imec’s
300 mm CMOS line, using MOCVD to add III-Vs to
n-doped silicon wafers. By growing these III-Vs in
trenches 300 nm deep and 80 nm to 100 nm wide,
we have an aspect ratio of more than 3.5, which is
high enough to ensure efficient defect trapping. All
the threading and misfit dislocation defects initiated at
the interface between GaAs and silicon are effectively
confined inside the trenches.
During the growth of GaAs, dopants are introduced to
define the p-i-n diode, using doping concentrations
of about 1.0 x 1019 cm-3 for n-type and p-type GaAs.
Absorption of the incident light takes place in three
10 nm-thick In0.20Ga0.80As quantum wells embedded in
the i-GaAs layer, shown in Figure 3. To passivate the
surface, we cap the rectangularly shaped nano-ridge
waveguide with an InGaP layer. After oxide filling,
local etching of the InGaP layer and the addition of
tungsten contact plugs creates an electrical contact
to the top p-GaAs layer. Also, tungsten plugs down to
n-doped silicon substrate are formed to contact the
n-GaAs end of the device. Standard CMOS copper
metallization processing complete device fabrication.
With our design, light is strongly confined in the GaAs
nano-ridge waveguide, thanks to the high refractive
index of GaAs compared to its surrounding oxide
layer. Due to the small cross-section of our nano-ridge
waveguides, it challenging to provide a good electrical
connection to our devices. Part of the difficulty is that any
metal that directly touches the nano-ridges introduces

 Figure 6. Dark and light measurements of current-voltage (I-V)
characteristics of devices with different p-contact plug pitches, (inset) light
I-V zoom in at linear scale. For more details, see C. I. Ozdemir et al. Dec.
2020, pp. 1–4, doi: 10.1109/ECOC48923.2020.9333310

optical absorption losses, and in turn diminishes the
responsivity of the photodetector. We have investigated
the extent of this issue by varying the density and pitch
of p-contact plugs landing on the top of the GaAs
nano-ridges, and examining their correlation with the
measured photodetector responsivity.
In our latest iteration, we cleaved one end of our nanoridge waveguides to provide optical access from the
chip edge to the cleaved optical facet. Cleaving one
side of the InGaAs/GaAs nano-ridges yielded 500 μmlong devices.
Before directing light at our photodetectors, we
measured their dark current performance under
reverse bias. These measurements, carried out under
dark conditions – as the name implies – provide
an insight into device and material quality. Using

Very recently, we have
expanded to ternary InGaAs
nano-ridges, opening
a pathway to integrating
devices that function at
longer wavelengths
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prevented absorption in GaAs, while ensuring
absorption in the InGaAs quantum wells.
Due to the small size of our nano-ridge devices, they
have a guided mode that is almost five times smaller
than the impinging beam. Consequently, coupling
losses are inevitable. We evaluated their extent with
optical simulation software, which revealed a coupling
efficiency of 21 percent. Determining this figure is
crucial to estimating of the internal responsivity and
quantum efficiency of our devices.

 Figure 7. Responsivity distributions for different biases and p-contact plug
pitches. Simulated transmission values for different p-contact plug pitches,
scaled to right vertical axis. (Inset) Table of median responsivity values.
For more details, see C. I. Ozdemir et al. Dec. 2020, pp. 1–4, doi: 10.1109/
ECOC48923.2020.9333310

typical reverse biases of -1 V and -2 V, we observed
very low median dark currents (see Figure 4). For
example, at -2 V, we recorded a value of just 0.05 pA,
corresponding to a 1.98 x 10-8 A cm-2 dark current
density, calculated by considering the width and the
length of our devices. This figure breaks new ground
for the dark current of photodetectors monolithically
integrated on silicon. Note, however, that the devices
we are comparing with operate at higher wavelengths,
prone to higher dark currents. That is not to say that
our low dark current is not encouraging – it provides a
strong indication of good material quality, an essential
ingredient for successful monolithic integration.
For our electro-optical measurements, we coupled
light into the waveguide through the cleaved facet,
using a lensed fibre to provide a beam size of 2.0 μm
(see Figure 5). Employing a 1020 nm light source

FURTHER READING
 B. Kunert et al. “Gaining an edge with nano-ridges” Compound
Semiconductor July 2018, https://www.publishing.ninja/V4/		
page/5900/304/6/1
 Y. Shi et al. Optica 4 1468 (2017)
 Y. Shi et al. Opt. Express 27 37781 (2019)
 A. Vais et al. Dec. IEDM 2019, pp. 9.1.1-9.1.4, doi: 10.1109/
IEDM19573.2019.8993539
 C. I. Ozdemir et al. ECOC Dec. 2020, pp. 1–4, (2020) doi: 10.1109/
ECOC48923.2020.9333310
 B. Kunert et al. Cryst. Growth Des. 21 1657 (2021)
 C. I. Ozdemir et al. J. Lightwave Technol., 2021, (preprint) doi:
10.1109/JLT.2021.3084324
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Responsivity is defined as the generated photocurrent,
measured in amperes, for each watt of input light
power. The maximum theoretical responsivity depends
on the wavelength of the incident source, and for
1020 nm it is 0.82 A/W. Our nano-ridge waveguide
photodetectors are not far from that upper limit,
realising a median internal responsivity of 0.65 A/W at
-1 V, recorded for devices with the highest contact plug
pitch of 4.8 μm. This equates to an internal quantum
efficiency of 79 percent, a high value that shows that
even with a comparably small volume, InGaAs quantum
wells are successful at absorbing light, while the p-i-n
diode is effective at collecting the generated carriers
and producing a strong photocurrent.
Investigating the performance of our photodetectors
with different values for the top contact plug pitch
showed that this distance has a strong correlation with
the measured responsivity (see Figure 6). Decreasing
the density of the contact plug – that is, increasing the
pitch distance – cuts light absorption by the metal.
This means that as the light propagates through
the waveguide, more is absorbed by the InGaAs
quantum wells. We have confirmed this behaviour with
3-dimensional optical simulations (see Figure 7).
Our successes to date highlight the great potential
of our nano-ridge technology for enabling scalable
monolithic integration of high-quality III-V optical
devices on a silicon platform. With this approach, we
have already enjoyed record-breaking performances.
The strength of our architecture is that we have a
range of building blocks for III-V devices on silicon.
Highlighted here are our InGaAs/GaAs waveguides,
operating as photodetectors, and InGaAs quantum
wells, which are used as active absorbing media but
have previously provided optically pumped lasing.
We continue to advance the capability of our
technology. Very recently, we have expanded to ternary
InGaAs nano-ridges, opening a pathway to integrating
devices that function at longer wavelengths. This is
yet another step towards the fabrication of optical
integrated circuits featuring monolithic integration of
III-V devices, formed via nano-ridge engineering on a
silicon photonics platform.
 The authors are grateful to the fab, metrology and
support teams of imec for their dedication in this work.
This work was funded by the imec’s industry-affiliation
Optical I/O R&D Program
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GaN: A bridge to perfect
E-mode HEMTs
Equipping a normally-off GaN HEMT with a p-FET bridge yields a
large, stable threshold voltage
BY MENGYUAN HUA FROM SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
GaN IS STARTING to revolutionise power systems by
providing higher efficiencies and miniaturization. Its
wide bandgap and high saturation velocity enable it
to excel in Baliga’s figures-of-merit, and in turn allow
power devices made from this material to block high
voltages, switch at high frequencies, operate under
high temperatures and provide low conduction and
switching losses.
Attracted by all these attributes, interest in the
deployment of GaN HEMTs is rocketing in many
power applications that benefit from higher
efficiencies, including electric grids, vehicle
electrification, satellites, unmanned autonomous
vehicles, photovoltaic systems, and power supplies
for data centres.
Today’s GaN HEMTs are not the finished article. One

of their biggest roadblocks to fulfilling their potential
concerns normally-off operation. To ensure fail-safe
operation, end-users want GaN HEMTs to operate
in enhancement mode, known for short as E-mode.
Chipmakers have responded by launching E-mode
GaN HEMTs that tend to realise normally-off operation
through the adoption of a p-GaN gate. This design is
compromised by a relatively small threshold voltage
– it is less than 2 volts (this is for a current on-off ratio
of 105). One unfortunate consequence is an increased
likelihood of false turn-on during high-speed turn-off
transitions, when the gate ring caused by parasitic
inductance threatens to exceed the threshold voltage.
Several solutions have been proposed to boost the
threshold voltage and reduce the chances of a false
turn on. Options include increasing the gate metal
work function and using source-connected p-GaN.

 Figure 1. (a) A p-FET-bridge HEMT provides normally-off operation. (b) The equivalent circuit of the p-FET-bridge HEMT. The p-FET and
HEMT are drawn on the same cross-section for simplicity, while in the actual device the 2DEG channel under the p-FET is depleted and the
p-ohmic connects with the source are outside the p-FET area.
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However, the effectiveness of these methods is limited
and they can introduce issues, such as instability in
the threshold voltage and an inferior subthreshold
swing.
The most common approach to overcoming the
challenges associated with low threshold voltage is
to use a bipolar gate-drive power supply. Providing a
negative gate voltage avoids a false turn-on; but the
price that is paid is complexity of gate-drive circuit
design. This alternative approach is also hampered
by the negative gate voltage, which threatens to

accelerate device degradation by attracting the flow
of holes to the gate side. The holes are generated by
impact ionization in the high electric field region.
In addition to all these issues, there is another
associated with a negative gate voltage: an increase
in reverse-conduction loss. When GaN HEMTs handle
inductive loads, during deadtime these transistors
are subjected to a reverse-conduction state that
provides a freewheeling current path. This condition
is realized by turning on the drain-side channel with a
drain-to-gate bias that exceeds the threshold voltage.

 Figure 2.
Cross-sectional
transmission
electron
microscopy
images of
the recessed
gate structure
in the p-FET
bridge and the
Schottky-type
p-GaN gate
stack.
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 Figure 3. (a) Transfer characteristics of the gate-recessed p-FET with recess depths from 65 nm to 85 nm. The recess depth is estimated
with atomic force microscopy after p-FET gate recess etching. (b) Transfer characteristics of p-FET-bridge HEMTs adopting p-FETs with a
different threshold voltage (VTH,pFET). (c) Dependence of VTH and subthreshold swing (SS) of the p-FET-bridge HEMTs on VTH,pFET.
An unwanted consequence is that the negative gate
voltage increases the reverse turn-on voltage of
the GaN HEMT and exacerbates loss from reverseconduction.
Tackling this issue head-on demands the development
of an E-mode device with a large and stable threshold
voltage. That’s not an easy device to produce, as it
requires the boosting of the threshold voltage while
avoiding any increase to reverse-conduction loss. But
our team at the Southern University of Science and
Technology in Shenzhen, China, has succeeded on all
fronts.
Our breakthrough stems from the introduction of a
novel, elegant architecture for E-mode GaN HEMTs
(see Figure 1). This design allows us to freely adjust
the threshold voltage over a wide range without
suffering from drawbacks, such as subthreshold
swing degradation and threshold voltage instability.
In addition to these very attractive attributes, our
transistor inherently enables the decoupling of forward
and reverse turn-on voltages.

The pivotal enabler behind our success is the
normally-on GaN p-FET that connects the source and
the gate. We refer to this architecture as the ‘p-FET
bridge’. Outside the p-FET bridge area, our device
has the same design as the conventional Schottkytype p-GaN gate HEMT − the gate metal and p-GaN
layer form a Schottky junction diode on the top of a
normally-off AlGaN/GaN HEMT. In the p-FET-bridge
area of our HEMTs, a p-channel is added, connecting
the anode of the Schottky junction diode with the
source.
With our design, due to the normally-on p-channel,
the anode of the Schottky junction diode is kept
grounded before the p-channel pinch-off. Due to this
arrangement, the 2DEG channel can be only turned
on after the gate voltage is large enough to pinch off
the p-channel. With these factors at play, we tune the
threshold voltage of the p-FET-bridge HEMT so that it
exceeds the threshold voltage of the p-FET.
An additional advantage of our architecture is its
enhanced threshold voltage stability. When the device
switches from a large gate or drain voltage back to a
smaller one, the emitted holes from the floating p-GaN
layer quickly flow back through the p-channel from the
source side. This flow of charge helps ensure a stable
threshold voltage.
Our technology is relatively easy to pursue, thanks
to a readily available p-GaN layer on commercial
platforms. With this approach, no complications
come from the epi-structure. Another factor in our
favour is that although the GaN-based p-FET is not
mature enough to consider, that’s not a show-stopper,
because we only need a normally-on p-FET. With that
particular device it is much easier to achieve a high
drain current than it is with an E-mode p-FET.

 Figure 4. (a) Transfer characteristics of p-FET-bridge HEMTs measured at
various temperatures from 25 °C to 200 °C. (b) Temperature-dependence of
VTH measured on p-FET-bridge HEMTs with different VTH.
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Armed with all these advantages, present epitaxy and
fabrication techniques are ripe to demonstrate the
p-FET-bridge HEMT. Note that success on this front
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could have wider implications, since this concept is
not only suitable for lateral structures, but also vertical
cousins.

Concept demonstration
To produce our devices, we begin with 6-inch GaNon-silicon wafers designed for E-mode p-GaN gate
HEMTs. These epiwafers have a 4.2 μm-thick highresistivity GaN buffer, a 420 nm GaN channel, a
15 nm-thick Al0.15Ga0.85N barrier, and a 100 nm p-GaN
cap that is doped with magnesium to a level of
4 x 1019 cm-3. From this heterostructure we form
HEMTs with a 3 μm gate length and a 15 μm gate-todrain spacing. The later ensures a blocking voltage of
more than 600 V.
Device fabrication begins by removing the p-GaN
outside the gate region, accomplished with an
inductively coupled plasma etcher that employs a
combination of chlorine and boron trichloride gases.
During this etch, we protect the p-GaN with an e-beam
evaporated chromium layer. This is a better choice
than a dielectric film − such as a SiNx, SiO2 or Al2O3
layer that can be deposited by PECVD or ALD −
because chromium prevents plasma damage on the
p-GaN surface and hydrogen incorporation in p-GaN.
Ultimately, this ensures good p-type ohmic contacts.
Electron-beam evaporation, lift-off and annealing
follow, to form source and drain electrodes.
Subsequent photolithography defines the p-ohmic
contact regions, before samples are dipped into a
buffered oxide etchant for 5 minutes. We then turn to
electron-beam evaporation to create a metal stack – a
20 nm layer of nickel, followed by a 20 nm layer of
gold – prior to lift-off and annealing. Recessing the
p-FET gate region follows, allowing us to adjust the
HEMT’s turn-on voltage. We then add about a
19 nm-thick layer of Al2O3 by ALD to create a p-FET
gate dielectric.
After device fabrication, we use an implanter to
provide planar isolation. Our final steps are to remove
the Al2O3 layer outside the p-FET gate region and

 Figure 5. (a) Equivalent circuit of the Schottky-type p-GaN gate stack. The
band diagram along the gate stack under (b) forward bias and (c) reverse bias.

add gate electrodes and probing pads, comprised
of 20 nm-thick nickel and 100 nm-thick gold (see
Figure 2 for a scanning transmission electron
microscope cross-sectional image of this fabricated
device). To benchmark our devices, we have also
fabricated individual p-FETs and conventional p-GaN
gate HEMTs from the same epi-wafer.

Freely adjustable threshold voltages…
By adjusting the turn-on voltage of our p-FET, we
freely modulate the threshold voltage of our p-FETbridge HEMTs over a wide range (see Figure 3).
Electrical measurements on a range of our devices
reveal the impact of the depth of recess etch on
normally-on operation (see Figure 3 (a)). Varying
this depth from 65 nm to 85 nm shifts the threshold
voltage from 2.4 V to 7.3 V, with a shallower recess
depth providing a more positive threshold voltage.

By adjusting the turn-on voltage, we can alter the threshold
voltage from 3.6 V to 8.2 V in a linear manner. Encouragingly, the
subthreshold swing shows negligible degradation when making
large adjustments to the threshold voltage. Under the same gate
over-drive bias – that is, the difference between the gate voltage
and the threshold voltage – the on-resistance is similar for
p-GaN gate HEMTs with and without a p-FET bridge.
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common access region outside the bridge area.
We have also evaluated the thermal stability of the
threshold voltage. To do this, we measured the
transfer characteristics of several p-FET-bridge HEMTs,
each with a different value for the threshold voltage.
All of the tested HEMTs have a small variation in
threshold voltage up to 200 °C – it is less than 0.4 V
(see Figure 4).
An additional advantage of introducing the p-FET
bridge is that this structure can maintain the same
reverse turn-on voltage as the conventional p-GaN
gate HEMT while realising a much higher threshold
voltage for forward conduction.

 Figure 6. Transfer characteristics of (a) (c) the conventional Schottky-type
p-GaN gate HEMTs, and (b) (d) p-FET-bridge HEMTs measured immediately
after a 1 second hold under forward- (red curves) and reverse-bias (blue
curves).

Under reverse conduction, the p-GaN gate is always
shorted to the source via the p-FET channel, ensuring
that the HEMT behaves like a gate-injection transistor
in this specific operation condition. Due to this,
the reverse turn-on voltage is determined by the
threshold voltage of the normally-off gate-injection
transistor. Operation in this manner ensures that the
reverse conduction capability of the 2DEG channel is
fully utilized with no area sacrificed. By utilizing this
property, it is possible to realise p-GaN gate HEMTs
with lower on-resistance, higher threshold voltages,
and lower reverse turn-on voltages by introducing the
p-FET bridge.

… and enhanced stability
The forward saturation current for our p-FETs is
5.4 mA/mm, but far higher values may be possible
by employing more elaborate techniques. In our
bridged devices, the p-FETs are always operated in
the reverse-conduction region, with a gate bias higher
than 0 V. One merit of this is that it avoids a large shift
in the threshold voltage induced by a negative gate
bias in the on-state. Consequently, the p-FET has
a more stable threshold voltage in the –-FET-bridge
devices.

With conventional p-GaN gate HEMTs, there is the
threat of a shift in threshold voltage during switching.
In these devices the Schottky-type p-GaN gate can
be regarded as one Schottky junction diode and one
p-i-n diode, connected in series. Under forward bias
with high gate bias, the p-i-n diode is forward biased,
driving hole injection from the p-GaN to the channel
and charging up the Schottky junction capacitor (see
Figure 5 (a)). This leads to an increase in the negative
space charge in the p-GaN layer.

By adjusting the turn-on voltage, we can alter the
threshold voltage from 3.6 V to 8.2 V in a linear
manner. Encouragingly, the subthreshold swing
shows negligible degradation when making large
adjustments to the threshold voltage. Under the same
gate over-drive bias – that is, the difference between
the gate voltage and the threshold voltage – the onresistance is similar for p-GaN gate HEMTs with and
without a p-FET bridge. Although the 2DEG channel is
depleted under the p-FET bridge, it may be possible
to maintain a low total on-resistance thanks to the

When these conventional devices operate under
reverse bias with a high drain bias, holes are
emitted through the Schottky diode, discharging
the p-i-n capacitor (see Figure 5 (b)). Thus, there
are fewer holes in the p-GaN. Switching the gate
and drain voltages back to a lower level results in
hole deficiency, due to the Schottky barrier blocking
speedy replenishment of holes into the p-GaN layer.
Eventually, positive threshold voltage shifts are
observed (see Figure 6).

FURTHER READING
 M. Hua et al. ‘E-mode p-FET-bridge HEMT for Higher VTH and
Enhanced Stability’, in 2020 IEEE International Electron Devices
Meeting (IEDM), December 12-18, 2020
 J. Chen et al. “Decoupling of Forward and Reverse Turn-on
Threshold Voltages in Schottky-Type p-GaN Gate HEMTs,” in IEEE
Electron Device Letters, doi: 10.1109/LED.2021.3077081
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A significant advantage of our design is that the
floating p-GaN layer is shorted with the source.
This ensures a stable threshold voltage, with holes
immediately flowing back to p-GaN after switching
from a high-stress voltage to a lower level.
In short, our HEMT design excels in delivering a stable
threshold voltage that is adjustable over a wide range.
This is an important breakthrough, taking this device
a step further to providing widespread high-efficiency
energy conversion.
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Simplifying measurements of low-level
p-type doping in GaN
Photoluminescence spectra obtained at cryogenic temperatures unveil
p-doping levels in GaN
OPTIMISATION of the GaN MOSFET has been held
back by difficulties in measuring the low levels of
p-type doping employed in this power transistor.
But this problem persists no longer, thanks to the
work of a Japanese team from Oita University and
Mirise Technologies. By using low-temperature
photoluminescence measurements to unveil
magnesium-based p-type doping levels over a very
wide range, these researchers have trailblazed an
alternative approach that is simple, non-destructive
and non-contact.
While the cost of a low-temperature photoluminescence
set-up is not insubstantial – the bill for a cryostat,
spectrometer, detector and laser totals about $200,000
– it comes in at less than the alternatives, according to
team spokesman Masato Omori from Oita University.
He points out that conventional electrical measurement
equipment, such as that based on the Hall effect, has
a price tag of around $300,000, and says that it can
cost more than $1 million to purchase device process
equipment, used to form electrodes, etch material and
dice wafers.
“In addition, wafers can be used directly in devices
after the photoluminescence measurement,” argues
Omori, “while wafers for electrical measurements are
disposable and therefore wasteful.”

100 nm of SiO2, they annealed the samples for
5 minutes under nitrogen gas at 1050 °C to activate the
dopants. Prior to photoluminescence measurements,
the samples were etched to remove the SiO2 cap and
the magnesium segregated layer near the surface.
Photoluminescence measurements at 40K produced
several peaks, including those associated with the
neutral magnesium acceptor-bound exciton and the
free exciton (see Figure 1). The ratio of the intensity
of these two peaks has a power-law dependence
with the magnesium concentration, measured by
secondary-ion mass spectrometry (see Figure 2).
The power law established by the team could also
be used to determine p-doping levels in LEDs, laser
diodes and HEMTs. “However, these devices have
high impurity concentrations that are relatively easy to
measure electrically, so my technique may not be as
beneficial,” says Omori.
According to him, one of the team’s next goals is to
create calibration curves for other impurities, such
as silicon donors. “Also, since the ion implantation
technique has not yet been established for GaN,
I am considering applying my technique to its
development.”

Another important consideration is that the process for
forming an ohmic electrode with a low-concentration
of p-type GaN – that is, less than 1 x 1018 cm-3 – is
yet to be established. “The development of such
technology requires a great deal of cost and time,”
remarks Omori.
The technique that he and his co-workers have
pioneered follows in the footsteps of Michio Tajima,
who worked at the Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency in 1970s. During his time there, Tajima
developed a method for quantifying the dopant
concentration in silicon, based on considering the
ratio of the intensity of the impurity-bound exciton line
to the free exciton line. It is this ratio that Omori and
co-workers are using to determine the magnesium
acceptor concentration in GaN samples.
To establish this technique, the team produced five
samples, containing 2 μm-thick GaN layers with a
range of magnesium doping levels from 5 x 1016 cm-3
to 1 x 1018 cm-3. After capping these epilayers with

 Figure 1. Photoluminescence
measurements at 40K produced
peaks associated with the neutral
magnesium acceptor bound exciton
(ABE), the free exciton (FE), and the
neutral donor bound exciton (DBE).

 Figure 2. Thanks to a power law,
magnesium doping levels can be
extracted for photoluminescence
measurements, by determining the
ratio of the intensity of the peak for the
neutral magnesium acceptor bound
exciton to that of the free exciton.

REFERENCE
 M. Omori et al. Appl. Phys. Express 14 051002 (2021)
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Microwave plasma CVD yields high-quality AlN
Ammonia-free growth of crystalline AlN results from high-temperature
microwave plasma CVD
ENGINEERS at Beijing University of Technology and
Suzhou Institute of Nano-Tech and Nano-Bionics claim
to have made substantial progress in growing AlN
epilayers with a novel deposition technology.
According to the team, traditional approaches for
depositing epilayers, namely MOCVD and MBE,
struggle to reach the temperatures of 1400 °C of more
that are ideal for the growth of crystalline AlN. Such
high temperatures are preferred because they ensure
sufficient mobility of aluminium adatoms.
By turning to microwave plasma CVD, the team from
China has produced high-quality AlN films at elevated
temperatures.

To grow AlN epilayers, the team began by loading
6H-SiC substrates into their home-built microwave
plasma CVD system. A 5.6 kW source, emitting at
2.45 GHz, generated microwaves that travelled through
the waveguide, entered the reaction chamber and
concentrated in the upper regions of the molybdenum
tray. These microwaves heated the substrate and
activated the plasma of carrier gas and precursors.
Trimethylaluminium and nitrogen provided the group
III and V sources, with the latter also acting as a
carrier gas. Using flow rates for trimethylaluminium,
nitrogen and hydrogen of 38.6 mmol min-1, 330 sccm
and 165 sccm, respectively, the engineers deposited
AlN films at a range of temperatures from 1200 °C to
1500 °C. Even higher growth temperatures could be
realised by turning to a higher chamber pressure and
a more powerful source of microwaves.
An hour’s growth at temperatures of 1300 °C,
1350 °C, 1400 °C and 1450 °C produced AlN films
with thicknesses of 540 nm, 520 nm, 510 nm and
490 nm, respectively. No growth occurred at 1200 °C,
because at this temperature the activity of nitrogen
gas is insufficient to decompose and react with the
group III source; and at 1500 °C, excessive etching by
hydrogen gas prevented deposition of an AlN film.

 Using nitrogen and trimethylaluminum sources, microwave plasma CVD
produces high-quality AlN films.

Microwave plasma CVD, which is primarily used for
growing diamond, involves heating a substrate by a
high-temperature plasma containing growth sources,
with heat transferred by conduction and radiation.
One merit of microwave plasma CVD is that, unlike
MOCVD and mainstream MBE, it does not use ammonia
for the nitrogen source. Ammonia has many drawbacks:
it is toxic and corrosive; it is harmful to the environment
and the equipment chamber; and it undergoes prereactions with precursors, hampering material quality.
The Chinese collaboration is following in the footsteps
of research in the 1990s on the growth of AlN by
microwave plasma CVD. However, those efforts
were restricted to temperatures of around 500 °C, a
limitation that impacted material quality.

REFERENCE
 Y. Zhang et al. Appl. Phys. Express 14 055503 (2021)
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According to high-resolution X-ray diffraction spectra,
higher growth temperatures led to better material quality.
For an AlN epilayer grown at 1450 °C, values for the
full-width at half-maximum in the (0002) and (1012)
directions were 142 arcsec and 350 arcsec, respectively.
The team attributed the superior crystal quality at
higher growth temperatures to increased adatom
mobility and greater etching by the hydrogen plasma.
The etching is more prevalent in poorer quality
domains, which are more amorphous and have a
greater proportion of polycrystalline content.
Insights provided by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
enabled an assessment of the stoichiometry of the
epilayers. The ratio of aluminium-to-nitrogen is 1:0.95 in
the AlN film grown at 1300 °C, and equal in that formed
at 1450 °C. This finding supports the conclusion from
X-ray diffraction measurements that higher growth
temperatures ensure better material quality.
Higher growth temperatures also produce smoother
films, according to atomic force microscopy. Epilayers
grown at 1300 °C have a root-mean-square surface
roughness of 3.6 nm, compared with 0.6 nm and
0.8 nm for AlN layers grown at 1400 °C and 1450 °C,
respectively.
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Tackling gallium oxide’s poor conductivity
with diamond layers
Growth of diamond layers, realized through high-density seeding of diamond
nanoparticles, combats the low thermal conductivity of gallium oxide
FOR Ga2O3, substantial strengths go hand-inhand with significant flaws. Thanks to an ultra-wide
bandgap, this oxide can withstand very high electric
fields, giving it the potential to outperform devices
made from SiC and GaN. And unlike those two rivals,
Ga2O3 enjoys melt growth of bulk material. However,
it is plagued with a lack of p-doping, and a pitiful
thermal conductivity of typically just 11-27 W m-1 K-1.

 Growth of
a diamond
layer on Ga2O3
realised by
adding a thin
layer of SiO2
and polymerassisted seeding
of diamond
nanoparticles.

Helping to address the latter issue is a US
collaboration that has recently broken new ground by
depositing a high thermal conductivity layer, in this
case diamond, directly onto a Ga2O3 layer.
Team spokesman, Srabanti Chowdhury from Stanford
University, emphasised the importance of this
breakthrough by telling Compound Semiconductor that
improving heat extraction is crucial for the progress
of Ga2O3 power and RF devices. “However, this
thermal management must be cost-effective for both
applications, and particularly so for power electronics.”
Cost-constraints hamper the use of large-area singlecrystal diamond wafers, which are pricey and limited
in size and availability. It is also worth noting that
this form of diamond does not give the best results.
The thermal boundary resistance for structures
constructed by placing small pieces of single-crystal
diamond, typically just 3 mm by 3 mm in size, onto
Ga2O3, is around 60 m2 K GW-1. A similar figure is found
when transferring exfoliated Ga2O3 onto single-crystal
diamond, but for the structures produced by the US
team, featuring polycrystalline diamond, the thermal
boundary resistance is only about 30 m2 K GW-1.
“Our measured diamond-gallium oxide thermal
boundary resistance is comparable to those reported
for CVD-grown diamond on GaN with about the same
silicon nitride dielectric interlayer, which is a very
promising result,” enthuses Chowdhury.
The team from Stanford University, The Pennsylvania
State University, Georgia Institute of Technology and the
University of California, Davies, had to develop a novel
process for growing diamond layers. That’s because
the direct growth of a diamond layer, by microwave
plasma CVD, leads to decomposition of the substrate.
To overcome this issue, the researchers investigated
three different approaches to realizing high-density
seeding: ultrasonication in a nanoparticle solution,
drop-seeding, and polymer-assisted seeding.

Ultrasonication seeding failed to realise a continuous
layer of diamond. Diamond nanoparticles tended to
agglomerate, resulting in a β-Ga2O3 surface unprotected
from the plasma. Substrate decomposition followed.
Drop-seeding enabled the deposition of a diamond
layer, but it suffered from non-uniformity, due to a very
thick seeding layer. And due to differences in thermal
expansion coefficient, the diamond delaminated once
its thickness exceeded about 200 nm.
Polymer-assisted seeding produced the best results.
The reserachers developed a self-assembly approach,
using the polymer to prepare a negative electrostatic
surface, before adding nanoparticles with a positive zeta
potential. This populated the surface with nanoparticles
at a density exceeding 1012 cm-2. However, due to the
high decomposition rate of β-Ga2O3 in a hydrogen
plasma, hydrogen ions threatened to pass through
the nanoparticles and inflict damage on the surface
of the oxide. To prevent this, the team inserted a thin
layer of SiO2 between the β-Ga2O3 and the diamond
nanoparticles. This led to the growth of diamond layers.
Measurements on a sample with a 19 nm-thick layer of
SiO2 and a 267 nm-thick layer of diamond revealed a
thermal conductivity of 110 W m-1 K-1.
Efforts will now be directed at lowering the thermal
boundary resistance and increase the thickness of
the polycrystalline diamond, without degrading the
properties of Ga2O3.

REFERENCE
 M. Malakoutian et al. Appl. Phys. Express 14 055502 (2021)
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GTAT meeting rapidly growing
demand for SiC
ACCORDING TO Precedence Research in a report
from January 8, 2021, the global electric vehicle
market is expected to grow by more than 40% by
2027. What it says, among other things, is that the
supply chain for chips and modules powering these
vehicles needs to evolve immediately. One of the
obvious shifts will be moving away from traditional
devices made from silicon and toward devices made
from compound semiconductor materials such as
silicon carbide (SiC). At higher voltages needed for
EV’s, the performance properties of SiC far outpace
those of silicon, but the supply chain for SiC is not
nearly as mature. The global EV market needs SiC to
catch up…and quickly.
Integrated Device Manufacturers (IDMs), already
well-versed in silicon, needed a pathway to produce
SiC devices and modules for rapidly accelerating EV
demand. But SiC is more complex because it comes
from a crystal that is extremely difficult to grow, and
that presented a bottleneck. It is against this backdrop
that GTAT (www.gtat.com) began forging a business
model in 2017 to become a ‘pure-play’ producer of
wafering-ready SiC. The Company’s focus on growing
SiC bulk crystal and staying away from wafering and
device-making is an important distinction. “We have
a core competency, and that’s crystal growth,” says

GTAT President and CEO Greg Knight. “There are
tremendously talented companies around the world
that know how to make wafers and devices, but what
they don’t necessarily have is a way to grow the SiC
crystal. They need the material, and lots of it.”
GTAT’s heritage as a producer of crystal growth
equipment means that it can ‘scale up’ capacity very
rapidly. The knowhow needed to design and build
crystal-growth furnaces is the essence of GTAT’s DNA.
“We are able to bring SiC capacity to market faster
than anyone,” said Knight. Indeed, the Company
has hit milestones extraordinarily rapidly. “We made
our CrystX® silicon carbide n-type material available
to customers in 2018, less than a year after opening
our facility,” said Knight. A year after that GTAT
achieved ISO 9001:2015 certification and signed the
first of several long-term supply agreements with key
customers for 150mm diameter boules.
Fundamentally, SiC is not a defect-free material
and is challenging to make at the high quality
levels customers demand. That is why most of the
companies invested in making SiC wafers and devices
do not have the experience to also make the crystal
material itself. The equipment used to make silicon
cannot be used for SiC, and the capex (and time)
required to develop in-house SiC growth is significant.
“We understood this early-on,” said Knight. “We knew
that SiC was going to become the base material for
semiconductors used in growing applications such as
EV.”
The fact that SiC is not defect-free means that GTAT
has spent considerable resources to drive those
defect rates down. The chart shows GTAT’s very
aggressive trend since introducing its CrystX® silicon
carbide material.
Specifically, Etch Pit Density (EPD) and Basal Plane
Dislocations (BPD) are critical quality metrics for
SiC. GTAT has made significant progress driving
down BPD’s to less than 1,000 per cm2 and is set to
reduce this by another 50% in the near term. Much of
GTAT’s focus has been on reducing defects through
continuous improvement. “This is what our customers
demand, and we deliver,” said Knight.
“We have a longstanding heritage in building the
equipment we now use ourselves, and we couple
that with a high level of process excellence.” GTAT’s
inherently stable production process enables all its
high-quality material to be made to this standard,
which is available under a single product grade.
While continuous improvement is a function of GTAT’s
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increased cycles of learning and optimization, R&D
efforts allow the company to push forward on 200mm
diameter SiC as well as semi-insulating (SI) SiC for RF
applications. Both product launches are expected in
late 2021 or early 2022. To support existing 150mm
demand while forging ahead with 200mm and SI,
GTAT is currently growing production capacity by
60% on top of what exists today. With multiple supply
agreements in place, the ability to ramp up quickly
puts GTAT in a perfect position. “Rapidly growing
markets like EV require a very nimble supply chain,
and we’re able to respond,” said Knight. This round
of expansion will be completed by early Q3 2021, with
more expected as partners continue to scale their
demand.

Introduction of 200mm diameter. SiC will occur later in 2021

The increased R&D capacity will be used to further
the Company’s efforts on SI CrystX® SiC and its
transition to larger 200mm boules. As 5G continues to
roll out globally, the need for semi-insulating SiC will
accelerate. There are many RF-related applications
for SI SiC, and GTAT’s R&D efforts are focused
on bringing this to market quickly. In addition, the
transition from 150mm to 200mm diameter SiC is
necessary to boost yields.
The 78% increase in wafer surface area means a
corresponding increase in the number of devices,
which helps lower cost. “Higher quality and biggerdiameter boules are parallel efforts for us,” said
Knight. “We are moving very rapidly in response to a
very dynamic and fast-growing set of markets.”
From EV’s to 5G, the global push to ‘electrify
everything’ is resulting in a need for circuits and
devices that have performance capabilities that
extend well beyond those afforded by silicon. While
SiC is seen as a front-running material to meet this
challenge, demand for it far exceeds supply. This is
because most producers of silicon cannot add SiC
to their portfolios without investing in an entirely new
process and undergoing a very steep learning curve.
This is where a ‘pure-play’ SiC producer such as
GTAT becomes valuable on a global scale. As GTAT
boosts the ‘non-captive’ global supply of high-yield,

GTAT will be
expanding its
production
capacity by
60 percent in
2021.

high-quality SiC, devices made from SiC become
more affordable. This means higher performance and
lower system-level costs. In practical terms, EVs can
enjoy better range thanks to increased use of more
electrically efficient SiC. Also, the affordability index
for EVs will increase over time as SiC becomes more
prevalent.

GT Advanced Technologies is a manufacturer of high-performance crystal materials including silicon
carbide (SiC) and sapphire. GTAT’s corporate headquarters in Hudson, New Hampshire also serves as the
Company’s primary manufacturing facility for its CrystX silicon carbide. This material is fundamental to
the production of semiconductors used in electric vehicles and other power electronics applications.
Directly contact:
Christopher Van Veen
chris.vanveen@gtat.com
for more information, or visit us at:
https://gtat.com/products/silicon-carbide
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INDUSTRY SERVICES DIRECTORY
To promote your products and services contact:
Jessica Harrison
T: +44 (0)2476 718970
E: jessica.harrison@angelbc.com

Tel: +49 2407 9030 0
Fax: +49 2407 9030 40
Email: info@aixtron.com
www.aixtron.com

Tel: +001 610-647-8744
info@appliedenergysystems.com
www.appliedenergysystems.com

Tel: +1-408-727-5555
www.appliedmaterials.com

Tel: 1 610-647-8744
purification@appliedenergysystems.com
www.armpurification.com

Tel: +1-408-387-5340
Fax: +1-408-809-2883
Email: micro.sales@basf.com
www.chemetallprecisionmicrochemical.com

Tel: +44 (0)191 332 4700
Fax: +44 (0)191 332 4800
sales.semi@bruker.com
www.bruker.com

Tel No: +49 (89) 96 24 00-0
Fax No: +49 (89) 96 24 00-122
Email: sales@csclean.com
www.csclean.com

Tel: +48 538 248 661
Email: ent@vigo.com.pl
www.ent-epitaxy.com

Tel: + 41 81 403 8000
Fax: + 41 81 403 8001
www.evatecnet.com

info-gatan@ametek.com
www.gatan.com

Tel: +1 (603) 883 5200
Email: sicinfo@gtat.com
Website: www.gtat.com

Tel: +1 732 494 8660
joanne.lowy@horiba.com
www.horiba.com/scientific
Non Contact Measurements
Resistance, Resistivity
Wafer Thickness

Tel: +1 408 501 9100
Fax: +1 408 501 9110
Email: sales@innovioncorp.com
www.innovioncorp.com

Tel: +49 8728 911 093
Fax: +49 8728 911 156
Email: sales@35reclaim.com
www.35reclaim.de

Tel: +49 (0)8122 86676
Fax: +49 (0)8122 86652
Email:info@kitec.de
www.kitec.de

Tel: +1 734-426-7977
Email: requestinfo@k-space.com
www.k-space.com

Tel: +1 603 595 8900
Email: sales@masimosemi.com
www.masimosemiconductor.com

Tel: +49 7033 6937-0
info@mbe-components.com
www.mbe-components.com

Tel: + 1 203 949 8697
Email: info@nelhydrogen.com
www.nelhydrogen.com

Tel: +44 (0)1244 521869
Email: info@pegasuschemicals.com
www.pegasuschemicals.com

Tel: +1 949 241 9501
Email: ray@sanan-ic.com
www.sanan-ic.com/en
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INDUSTRY SERVICES DIRECTORY

Tel: +1 925 245 5817
Fax: +1 925 449 4096
Email: lwarren@ferrotec.com
www.temescal.net

Tel: +36 1 505 4690
sales.support@semilab.com
https://semilab.com

info.epigan@soitec.com
www.soitec.com

Tel: +31 24 350 0809
info@trymax-semiconductor.com
www.trymax-semiconductor.com

Tel: 86-769-2289 3350
Fax: 86-769-2289 3355
Email: enquiry@sicty.com
www.sicty.com

Tel: +49-89-96090900
Email: ulvac@ulvac.de
www.ulvac.eu

Tel: +1 201 507 3300
Fax: +1 201 507 1506
Email: inquiry@umccorp.com
www.umccorp.com

Tel: +82 10 8531 2724
overseas@unilok.com
http://unilok.com

Tel: +1-781-933-3570
Email: sales@vacuumbarrier.com
www.vacuumbarrier.com

Tel: 516-677-0200-1222
Fax: 516-714-1231
Email: jpina@veeco.com
www.veeco.com

Optical
Metrology for
Wafer Mapping
and in Situ
Monitoring

Tel: +49 (0) 3641 79980
Fax: +49 (0) 3641 7998222
www.vistec-semi.com

Tel: +81(0)88-660-7633
sales@ysystems.jp
www.ysystems.jp

Showcase your presence to the global
Compound Semiconductor industry for
12 months
COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTOR MAGAZINE is the primary information resource for
professionals working with compound semiconductor materials and devices.
Each issue of the magazine is distributed in print and digitally to over 60,000
professionals worldwide.
Data goes blue with
With the largest and most diverse global audience of qualified buyers served by any
GaN interconnects
compound semiconductor focused magazine, secure a corporate partnership and
buyers guide entry and receive 12 months of promotion and exposure to the compound
semiconductor industry across the magazine portfolio including:
 12 months of promotion in eight issues of the print and digital versions of Compound Semiconductor
featuring your company logo and company details
 12 months of promotion and exposure on the Compound Semiconductor website
www.compoundsemiconductor.net featuring a Buyers Guide entry and hyperlinked company logo
 Sponsorship of one e-news alerts sent out to over 60,000 industry professionals with text and
a standard web banner.
VOLUME 27 ISSUE IV 2021

INSIDE

News Review, Features
News Analysis, Profiles
Research Review
and much more...

@compoundsemi

www.compoundsemiconductor.net

SUPERIOR
SWITCHING

SOARING
SHARE PRICES

BUILDING BETTER
DEEP-UV LEDS

New wavelength blockers
for datacom and telecom
unite the strengths of InP
and silicon photonics

During the last twelve
months many companies
within the CS industry have
outpaced the NASDAQ

Tunnel junctions tackle the
transparency conductivity
conudrum that has held back
progress in deep-UV LEDs

To find out more, contact: Jessica Harrison, Sales Executive
E: jessica.harrison@angelbc.com
T: +44 (0)2476 718970
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RF
GaN HEMT
5G Infrastructure
Radar, EW/ECM, & SATCOM

THE GLOBAL
LEADER IN
EPIWAFER
SUPPLY
Enabling the Best RF, Photonics
& Power Semiconductors

GaAs
HBT / pHEMT / BiHEMT
5G Smartphones & Infrastructure
WiFi6 Hotspots, GPS & IoT

SiGe HBT
5G Smartphones
WiFi6, Bluetooth, GPS & IoT

PHOTONICS
InP Laser & Detector
Optical Comms & Data Centres
SW IR Imaging

GaSb Laser & Detector
MW-LW IR imaging
Biometrics

‘One-stop-shop’ for III-V & Silicon epiwafer products
2” to 6” epitaxy ready substrates & polycrystalline materials
Multiple manufacturing sites; Europe, Asia & America
Leveraging 30+ years of compound semiconductor IP
Custom engineered structures; R&D to production volumes

GaAs VCSEL
3D Sensing & LiDAR
Datacoms

POWER
GaN on Si HEMT
GaN on GaN
Electric Vehicle Systems
Power Conversion & Storage

GaAs Multi-Junction Solar
EUROPE:
AMERICAS:
APAC:
ALL INQUIRIES:

+44 2920 839 400
+1 508 824 6696
+886 3 579 8181
sales@iqep.com

High Efficiency Terrestrial CPV & Space PV

GaN LED & Laser
MicroLED Display & AR/VR
UV Sterilisation

www.iqep.com
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